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ABSTRACT
The goal of this investigation is to focus on the career and times of Adele aus der
Ohe and piano performance in the Gilded Age United States. Carnegie Hall, founded in
1891, was one of the first major halls that witnessed and documented solo piano recital
programming. Through analysis of Adele aus der Ohe’s programs intended for Carnegie
Hall, it is possible to understand some of the complexities surrounding the solo recital,
piano performance, and audience culture at the turn of the 20th century.
Focus on Adele aus der Ohe allows further understanding of her legacy and
contribution to the field of piano performance. Examining the world of the solo recital
through the lens of aus der Ohe also demonstrates the possibilities available and the
tenacity required to become a successful pianist during her lifetime. The relationship
between cultural listening and piano performance will further add depth to
comprehension of its place in relation to society.
Chapter One outlines the research and addresses limitations regarding venue,
source material, and highlights important literature that will be relied upon in the study.
Chapters Two and Three offer essential historical context and biographical information
surrounding piano performance, the solo recital, and important pianists related to the
creation of the solo recital. Chapter Four discusses aus der Ohe’s 1895 recital programs.
Chapter Five discusses cultures of listening and the last chapter is a conclusion and
identifies possible future research.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
With the goal of expanding knowledge and understanding of a fundamental point in
piano performance history, this research endeavors to explore the development of early solo
piano recitals in the United States through the career of eminent pianist1 Adele aus der Ohe
(18612-1937). Aus der Ohe’s solo recital programs, specifically the two intended for
Carnegie’s Chamber Music Hall in April 1895, offer compelling examples of the solo recital
in the United States. As early examples of a solo performer’s provenanced repertoire choices,
these programs help us appreciate the complexities of piano performance in the late 19th
century.
In addition to their significance to the history of piano performance, these two
programs will also act as a lens to emphasize the relevance of aus der Ohe’s position to the
world of piano performance at the cusp of the 20th century. They also advocate for her
importance as a prominent musician throughout her solo career and the importance of her
many accomplishments in consideration of her place in the field as a woman. While she was
renowned in her time as a performer, she has been largely overlooked in the history of piano
performance and music history. As a pianist performing solo piano recitals during their early

1

LaWayne Leno, The Untold Story of Adele Aus Der Ohe: From a Liszt Student to a
Virtuoso, (Beaver's Pond Press, Saint Paul MN, 2012) 59.
2
Ibid, xv. There is slight discrepancy on birth year. Leno confirms the year 1861.
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development, she was an early example of an unmarried woman at the top of a field
traditionally dominated by men.
Using the dates of the programs (April 16 and 19, 1895) as a touchstone, it is possible
to create a more complete image of the world of performance in the United States’ Gilded
Age. Piano recitals were happening in connection to changes in cultural understanding and
societal goals of the time. For example, concepts of listening were quickly evolving, thanks
to new machinery and societal evolution, and the traditional roles of women were also
expanding to include roles in the public sphere, as well as the private domestic sphere. While
not always a central focus of study in piano performance, understanding these new precepts
of society adds offers new insight to the world of piano performance at the time.
The solo recital format was not yet standard when Adele aus der Ohe planned her
solo recital in 1895. Although solo recitals were coming to the fore, varied musical
performances were commonly programmed and the first ten years of Carnegie Hall’s
programming shows comparatively few solo piano recitals compared to performances
including more than one performer.3 Adele aus der Ohe’s programs for Carnegie’s Chamber
Music Hall in 1895 were one of the first major examples of virtuosic solo recitals at the
venue. This shows her to be a significant pioneer of the performance format that is still used
today.

3

Carnegie Hall, “Carnegie Hall Concert Programs May 1891-1896,” Rose Digital Archives,
accessed January 30, 2022,
https://collections.carnegiehall.org/CS.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&VBID=2RRMLB8PGMB9
&SMLS=1&RW=1280&RH=611#/SearchResult&VBID=2RRMLB8PGR35&SMLS=1&R
W=1280&RH=611.
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While much attention has been placed on the solo programming of Franz Liszt (18111886) and his importance to the creation of the solo piano recital, the years following Liszt’s
death were equally integral to the successful establishment of the recital. During that time,
there were also new ideas about performing and, through performance, it is possible to see
the beginnings of the establishment of the piano repertoire canon. Attention to the
generations directly after Liszt reveal significant detail about the construction of the solo
recital and the progress of Liszt’s initial idea. Consequently, study of the recital programs
leading up to the standardization of the solo recital is integral to the field of piano
performance. Through this research, we can understand more about standing traditions of the
piano recital, such as their origins, implications, and practicalities that might have been
overlooked with the passing of time.

CONTEXT
After Franz Liszt’s inaugural piano ‘recital’ on June 9,1840, and before the immense
solo piano recitals of the 20th century, solo piano performances evolved slowly, with pianists
essentially experimenting.4 Over the course of the 19th century, pianists began to embrace
longer pieces and more extensive solo performances. Concurrently, they were trying to
balance the new format with pleasing an audience that was not used to monophonic
instrumentation in their concerts. These early developments would eventually lead audiences

4

Alan Walker, Liszt: The Virtuoso Years (New York: Alfred A. Knopf Inc, 1983), 286;
Including pianists such as Claudio Arrau, Stanislav Richter, Vladimir Horowitz and Arthur
Rubenstein, among others.
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and musicians to a future of hushed music halls, huge virtuosic programs, and a rigid format
that would become universal by the 1940s.
Before then, performances took place in a variety of locations, spaces not necessarily
built for solo music performance. Drawing upon the rich history of patronage in the world of
piano, much of the solo piano repertoire of the Baroque and Classical eras was debuted in
private salons or palaces or places of worship. None of these spaces were set up for public
crowds, specific acoustics, or precise audience placement that firmly delineated the role of
performer from that of spectator. The 19th century also saw the advent of public halls
intended for classical music which created a new way for public audiences to consume
music.
These new venues allowed for the expansion of audiences and wider recognition for
performers, shifting the priorities of musicians. Where, in the past, performers might expect
to have some control or prior understanding of who they might be performing to on a given
night, public performances meant a change in the extent of the control musicians had over
who heard them. Similarly, performers could now be defined by selling power in a way that
was not possible before the widespread introduction of ticket sales.
While research does exist on some of the performers that were active between the
1880s-1910s, and on Gilded Age performance spaces, there are still overlooked performers
from the post-Liszt, pre-recorded sound era. Adele aus der Ohe, the focus of this research,
enjoyed decades of success and a career that included countless concerto performances with
noted conductors and orchestras of the day, as well as chamber and solo performances across
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the United States.5 In full view of this impressive resume, her career has not been markedly
remembered on a level equal to her considerable prowess, especially considering that she
enjoyed twenty seasons of touring performances in the United States as a woman. Her
gender, while certainly not the only reason she should be acknowledged, is significant in
consideration of the great tenacity and talent she possessed which helped her to maintain
such a visible career in the Gilded Age.

ADELE AUS DER OHE’S BACKGROUND
Born in Hanover, Germany, 1861, Adele aus der Ohe’s musical talent became
obvious at a young age, leading to her study with Franz Liszt and eventual debut as a
concertizing pianist. Notably, the majority of her performance career took place in the United
States, beginning in 1886 and lasting until 1906, when the death of her sister and travel
companion, Matilde, would call her back to Berlin. Twenty years of prominent performances
alongside names such as Josef Hofmann, Ignacy Jan Paderewski, Teresa Carreño, and many
others is evidence of enormous musical prowess, but she also held many honors that singled
out her particular musical abilities.
Out of all the capable virtuosi of the time, Adele aus der Ohe was the first pianist to
play in Carnegie Hall, then called The Music Hall. During the opening week in May 1891,
she played Tchaikovsky’s First Piano Concerto under the direction of the composer himself.
According to Tchaikovsky, part of the great success of this inaugural performance was

5

“Adele aus der Ohe: German Pianist, Former Student of Liszt, Dies in Berlin,” The New
York Times, Dec 09, 1937.
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“thanks to aus der Ohe’s brilliant interpretation.”6 She was asked back to play multiple times
at Carnegie Hall7 and other prominent halls. She frequently travelled as far as San Francisco,
California, St. Paul, Minnesota, and Santa Fe, New Mexico, and mastered the art of
performing concertos with orchestra, which was the main way that pianists were heard in
public performance before solo recitals took precedence.

ON CHOICE OF PROGRAMS
Because of Adele aus der Ohe’ prominence in her field, there is record of other solo
performances, at varied venues, throughout her career, but none have the significance of her
Carnegie Hall performances. In harmony with our perceptions today, recitals at Carnegie
Hall were noted by artists, reviewers, and audiences on a level unmatched by most other
venues in the United States in the 19th century. Due to great care in documentation from
Carnegie Hall’s Rose Archives, Adele aus der Ohe’s programs exist and act as archival
evidence of a performer’s intentions and abilities, which cannot be said of other
performances aus der Ohe gave. The existence of complete programs create tangible
objectives for research, including the ability to verify repertoire choices, clearly follow the
length and breadth of the performance standards, and focus on aus der Ohe’s musical choices
in depth.

6

Leno, The Untold Story of Adele aus der Ohe, 125.
“Adele Aus Der Ohe: Recorded Performances,” Rose Digital Archives, Carnegie Hall,
2021,
https://collections.carnegiehall.org/CS.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&VBID=2RRMLB8WJOVI
&SMLS=1&RW=1280&RH=611#/SearchResult&VBID=2RRMLB8WJZUP&SMLS=1&R
W=1280&RH=611.
7
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The construction of Carnegie Hall (1889-1891) coincides directly with the height of
the Gilded Age, with its massive expansionist vision, the development of the middle class,
and an increased commitment to culture and art. Because of the time of its development, the
hall represents the demand for music performance on a larger scale than before in New York
City. That need for new performance spaces intersected with an art form that is quickly
evolving to suit new needs and interests. This conjunction of Adele aus der Ohe with the
venue of Carnegie Hall helps underscore the importance of her performance choices to the
evolution of performance in the United States and aligns her goals as a performer to those of
the cultural goals of the United States in the 1890s.

ON GENDER AND LEGACY
While it is essential and important to consider Adele aus der Ohe’s work as
remarkable for any pianist, performer, and composer of her time, the fact she was a woman
in the 19th century is inescapable. It is undeniable that operating as a solo performer was
much harder for Adele aus der Ohe because she was a woman. Society at the time was
accustomed to seeing women in particular roles and breaking out of those roles was not
easily done. Understanding this difficulty brings greater recognition to the importance of
Adele aus der Ohe’s success as a musician and her determination to stand amongst her peers,
male or female.
Her gender also offers concrete explanation as to why she has been overlooked, while
other male performers are remembered and more frequently mentioned in writing and
research. Widespread knowledge of any pianist’s legacy is largely dependent on the
existence of scores, writings, and sound recordings, none of which aus der Ohe has in any

7

great number. This is not unheard of for a performer of her time but other pianists, generally
male, had the advantage of being traditionally acceptable in the role of musician, performer,
and composer. As such, their legacies were more easily acknowledged than aus der Ohe’s.
While I hope to focus very much on her accomplishments regardless of gender, gender is an
unavoidable influence on any figure, especially those living in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. As a result, discussion of gender and its complexities cannot be completely
excluded.

RECITAL VS. CONCERT
As this paper deals with a time period when the terminology for what we now know
of as the piano “recital” had not yet been standardized, it is necessary to clarify why this term
will be used and how it fits in with other terms that are now used synonymously with
“recital.” According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the definition of a recital is “a
performance of a single musical piece or esp. a selection of music (in earlier use only from
one composer) by a soloist” and dates from the year 1840.8 This definition will be used for
the duration of this research, as it most accurately describes the performances discussed and
the programs of Adele aus der Ohe’s two performances were entitled “recitals,”9 rather than
terms such “concert” or “musical review.”

8

"recital, n." OED Online, December 2021, Oxford University Press, accessed February 05,
2022https://www-oed-com.pallas2.tcl.sc.edu/view/Entry/159557?redirectedFrom=recitals.
9
“Adele Aus Der Ohe Solo Piano Recital Programs,” Rose Digital Archives, accessed
January 26, 2022, https://collections.carnegiehall.org/archive/Adele-Aus-der-Ohe--April-19-1895--program-page-1-2RRM1TJOG7SQ.html.
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The term “concert” did exist in 1895 and is directly related to other musical terms,
such as concertmaster, concerto, and concertante, and originated in the 1680s.10 However,
during this period of piano performance, there is emphasis placed on defining solo
performances as “recitals” and, whenever possible, priority will be given to that term when
referring to a solo piano performance. The use of the term “recital” also links to Franz Liszt,
who is frequently credited with the first official use of the word in conjunction with a solo
piano performance.11 Considering the through line of solo performance from Liszt to the
1890s performers and their recitals, it follows that the same terminology would be adopted
and sustained.

THE GILDED AGE
The focus of this research is centered around a recital that took place in New York
City, April, 1895. This time period could be considered the Victorian Age referring to the
reign of English Queen Victoria (roughly 1837-1901), the Postbellum age directly after the
American Civil War (1860-1900), or the Gilded Age. Loosely dating from 1870-1900, “the
Gilded Age acquired its name because a famous humorist and author living at the time, Mark
Twain, first called it that.”12 For the intents and purposes of this research and its relation to

10

"concert, n." OED Online, December 2021, Oxford University Press, accessed February
05, 2022 https://www-oedcom.pallas2.tcl.sc.edu/view/Entry/38168?rskey=CiZM0m&result=1&isAdvanced=false.
11
W.J. Weber, The Great Transformation of Musical Taste: Concert Programming from
Haydn to Brahms, (Cambridge University Press, MA, 2009) 160.
12
T. Adams Upchurch, Historical Dictionary of the Gilded Age, Historical Dictionaries of
U.S. Historical Eras, (Lanham, MD, Scarecrow Press, 2009), xxvi.
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the United States history, the Gilded Age moniker most accurately characterizes the time
period.
Economic development in the Gilded Age was due to expansion and development of
steel, which “grew from a mere 77,000 tons to 11 million tons.”13 This increase in production
was due to steel tycoon Andrew Carnegie, who would finance Carnegie Music Hall in the
late 1880s. In regard to the societal ramifications, expansion led to a rise in the middle class
and a desire for cultural innovation to match the technological advances of the time. Of
significance regardng Adele aus der Ohe, the Gilded Age also saw “the percentage of women
working outside the home more than double(d)”14
Because of the societal developments and the increased independence of women in
the United States are all connected to the Gilded Age, that is the term which will be used
throughout. Although some of the historical context of this research is centered around
European musical history, the bulk of the performances and influences surrounding Adele
aus der Ohe’s career and her solo piano performances occurred in the U.S. Finally, perhaps
the most convincing reason for use of the term “Gilded Age” is that one of the most
prominent names of the Gilded Age, Andrew Carnegie, is fundamentally related to the hall
where aus der Ohe was planning to perform.

13
14

Ibid, xxxii.
Ibid.
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CARNEGIE’S NEW YORK MUSIC HALL
Initially, the hall created by Andrew Carnegie was called Music Hall.15 Yet, as soon
as November 16, 1891, The New York Times referred to the hall as “Carnegie Hall.”16 In
Richard Schickel’s book detailing the early years of Carnegie Hall, he writes that around
1894 “the board informally changed the name to Carnegie Hall, which is what a lot of people
were calling it anyway.”17 Since Carnegie Hall is the moniker we know today, throughout
this research, I will use that title, even when contemporary sources might have used
“Carnegie’s Music Hall” or “Music Hall.”

LITERATURE REVIEW
The following section reviews and collects various important sources that will be
essential to this study and its goals. Including primary source material, articles, books, and
musical examples, these sources can be divided into four major categories:
1. Sources related to the creation of the solo piano recital.
2. Biographical material related directly to Adele aus der Ohe and information about her
performances, life, and career. This includes material related specifically to the
performances on April 16 and 19, 1895.
3. Sources related to music and cultural ideas surrounding music performance but not
specifically focused on the piano.

15

Richard Schickel, The World of Carnegie Hall (J. Messner, NY 1960), 49.
Ibid, 72.
17
Ibid, 71-72.
16
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4. Material that adds depth and context to the importance of this study. These references
will include writing on the importance and social realities of women in music.
The most immediate sources that discuss the genesis of the solo piano recital relate to
Franz Liszt. Alan Walker’s biography, Liszt: The Virtuoso Years, offers a complete
recounting of Liszt’s first solo recitals and how he innovated the form. Another book by
Walker, Liszt: The Man and His Music, serves as important source material for the origins of
the recital. Also of particular interest is W.F. Weber’s book, The Great Transformation of
Musical Taste: Concert Programming from Haydn to Brahms. This research offers
invaluable documentation of early piano recital programs that are essential to this study.
To consider the second category of sources, the first essential book regarding Adele
aus der Ohe’s life and career is the biography by LaWayne Leno, The Untold Story of Adele
aus der Ohe: From a Liszt Student to a Virtuoso. Published in 2012, it is the only
comprehensive biography that is centered on aus der Ohe and her performing career. As
such, it is essential to this research and much of our understanding of Adele aus der Ohe’s
life and music is derived from this source alone.
Historical newspaper archives are some of the only other sources on Adele aus der
Ohe’s performance career. While newspapers do not include a huge amount of biographical
detail, they offer the most immediate information concerning performances that did and did
not happen. Newspapers of particular interest are The New York Times, The Sun, and Los
Angeles Times.
Another important source that interacts with this study is Carnegie Hall’s Rose
Archive Digital Collections. The Archives hold invaluable information on solo recitals that

12

took place during Carnegie Hall’s first decade of performances. The digital collections hold
the only primary source material of Adele aus der Ohe’s two solo recital programs and are
invaluable to this research. In addition to the Rose Archive’s documentation of aus der Ohe’s
performances, its careful conservation of performance programs and artist records provides
notable contextual information. Information about contemporary programs and pianists will
help place aus der Ohe amongst her peers and give true perspective to her importance and the
musical world that she worked in as a pianist.
Texts on music history and piano history, most notably F.E. Kirby’s book on piano
history, Music for Piano: A Short History, are relevant to the historical background of this
research. The anthology Piano Roles, compiled by James Parakilas, is important because the
text focuses on performance and the culture surrounding it. Piano Roles also discusses how
the piano’s position in society evolved throughout time. The chapters which interact with the
role of women and their connections to the piano, as well as the chapters covering the late
19th to early 20th century, will be important to this research.18
In the third major category of sources, one of the most comprehensive books on
musical developments surrounding the solo piano recital is After the Golden Age, by Kenneth
Hamilton. This source will add context and explore the connections to tradition in the quickly
evolving age at the close of the 19th century. Similarly, Lawrence W. Levine’s book
Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America helps place Adele

18

Another significant source regarding this area of study is Arthur Loesser’s Men, Women,
and Pianos: A Social History, which discusses many issues related to the time period and
subject matter focused on in this research.
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aus der Ohe’s career and, indeed, all of the musical arts, into context with the cultural goals
of the age.
For the last section of major sources, there are multiple texts addressing the roles of
women, composers, and sound culture in the 19th century. Regarding gender, the anthology
Women in Music, edited and compiled by Carol Neuls-Bates, helps create a history of a
largely under-represented group that will help provide context to aus der Ohe’s place as a
woman performing and composing music. Likewise, Jane Bowers and Judith Tick’s Women
Making Music provides further insight. Much in the same way as piano literature texts offer
context to the field of music performance in this study, these sources endeavor to provide a
more complete history so that aus der Ohe can be understood in perspective with those who
came before and after her.
Regarding music as a cultural sound, Jonathan Sterne’s The Audible Past, is essential
to this research as it offers an in-depth look at the evolution of sound recording and its
cultural framework. The Soundscape of Modernity by Emily Thompson will also be used in
regard to the evolution of audience reception. To appreciate the intricacies of the
contemporary reception and Adele aus der Ohe’s sound as a woman, historical newspapers
and magazine articles will be analyzed within this perspective.

LIMITATIONS TO THE STUDY
As this study is confined by a relatively narrow set of constraints, including a focus
on one performer and one set of programs, it is impossible to give a holistic approach to the
piano performing world as it existed. By focusing on one under-represented performer, some
significant research on other performers is necessarily excluded from the scope of this

14

research. Likewise, focusing on all of aus der Ohe’s programming would be beyond this
research’s goals and focusing on all her performances in the 1890s is also not possible.
Notably, while there is record of both programs intended for Chamber Music Hall at
Carnegie Hall in 1895, there is no tangible record that the two recitals ever took place. If the
performances had taken place, it would have made Adele aus der Ohe the first woman to
perform a solo piano recital at Carnegie Hall. However, there is no way to confirm the
concert and focus of this study must exclude some interesting lines of investigation, such as
performance culture, reviews of the two performances, and aus der Ohe’s personal remarks
on what would have been an important performance in her career. As more information
comes to light, it is my hope that this research will offer a starting point that can help future
historians in their studies.
Regarding Adele aus der Ohe, particularly, the absence of information on her career
and life is due to a lack of research and a lack of primary and secondary sources for her
performing career. There is also a scarcity of Adele aus der Ohe’s own personal writings and
her original scores. Much of aus der Ohe’s papers were not preserved or were lost after she
relocated to Berlin during the tumultuous time after the First World War.19 Due to this
unavoidable absence of sources, there is only so much information that can be provided
regarding aus der Ohe and her thoughts and beliefs.
Related to sourcing information on Adele aus der Ohe and her performance career,
there is one significant book that is unavailable at the time this research is written. In 1951,
Samuel E. Ashbury compiled sources related to aus der Ohe in a book titled Letters, Portraits

19

LaWayne Leno, The Untold Story of Adele Aus Der Ohe, 231-233.
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and Criticism Concerning the Concert Pianist Adele aus der Ohe. This book was referenced
in Leno’s biography of aus der Ohe and, where I rely on information originally found in
Ashbury’s research, I source it as it is presented in Leno’s writing.
As this study relies significantly on Carnegie Hall’s Rose Digital Archives, it is
limited by what is available through their research. While they have impressively
comprehensive records, there are gaps as some programs have been lost or are currently
unavailable. Our knowledge of repertoire, likewise, is limited to what was referenced in
programs documented by the Rose Archives. This is useful information as it is exactly what
audiences would have received when attending the events, but the programs are not
comprehensive. Program format is also not standardized, meaning that program information
and formatting varies from recital to recital.
The last aspect of limitation related to Carnegie Hall concerns the dates of recitals
explored. I chose to investigate solo piano recitals occurring from Opening Night May 1891
to the end of 1896. This is important to note as there were solo piano recitals at Carnegie Hall
in the spring 1891, before the Hall officially opened in May. My reasoning is that solo artists
that were booked after the opening of Carnegie Hall would be contracted based on their
existing success as a solo performer, where those performing before opening night might not
have been held to the same high standards.
Finally, while this study endeavors to provide representation to the work of a female
performer and composer in the field of piano through detailed exploration and historical
context, there is no way to offer a complete view of women in the arts in the 1890s, both due
to the lack of source material and records and due to the scope of the study. Further research
is necessary to give a full view of what contribution women made to the genesis of the solo

16

recital. It is my goal that, rather than highlighting the limitations in this vein of research, this
study will help inspire and encourage others to expand on the material and time period
explored in this research.

17

CHAPTER TWO
THE SOLO PIANO “RECITAL”
Liszt is generally considered to be an originator and the most powerful advocate of
the piano recital, which he adopted during his performing career in Europe. The form
consisted of substantial solo piano works performed by one player lasting at least twenty to
thirty minutes, although it quickly expanded to upwards of two hours. While other artists,
such as Sigismund Thalberg and Clara Wieck-Schumann were embracing solo recitals in a
similar style to Liszt, the specific title does appear to be his invention. As Alan Walker
writes, “the first use (in English) of the term ‘recital’ itself appears to have been for a Liszt
concert on 9 June 1840 in the Hanover Square Rooms, London.”20
The word “recital,” which initially had roots in recitations of poetry and verse, is now
synonymous with music performance and its format is instantly recognizable by audiences
and performers alike. However, during Liszt’s lifetime, the use of the word in conjunction
with music would have led to new considerations. By uniting a text-based performance style
with a non-didactic art form, Liszt subliminally suggested that the music was equal to the
spoken word. It also encouraged audiences to listen to music with the same analytical ears
that they listened to verse.

20
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Still, when Liszt began giving recitals, audiences were accustomed to variety in their
music, with solo performances interspersed with chamber and vocal works. The success of a
new format with one performer and one instrument was not inevitable for either audience or
pianist. Liszt’s ability to break with traditional varied performances has something to do with
his vast appeal and the popularity he held at the height of his performing career. Much like
performing artists of today, their great popularity and ability to command audiences gives
them license to try new ideas and have their fans follow them into new musical ventures.
Liszt, in his time, was every bit what we would consider a rock star today. As music critic
and author Harold Schonberg remarks in his book The Great Pianists, in a chapter entitled
“Thunder, Lightning, Mesmerism, Sex:” “When Liszt played the piano, ladies flung their
jewels on the stage…shrieked in ecstasy…they (concerts) were saturnalia.”21
Commanding considerable popularity and cult-like Lisztomania, Liszt had the unique
ability to move the art form of piano performance forward, centering on the solo performer
and their virtuosity with an intensity that had not been attempted before his career. However,
even Liszt’s considerable advocacy for the solo recital alone only initiated the establishment
of the solid performance system that continues into the 21st century. A closer examination
reveals that “Liszt alternated performing in variety and solo concerts,”22 even after his
innovation in performing recitals, and “it took several decades before both pianists and
audiences got used to fairly long solo programs.”23
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While recitals were not instantaneous in universal appeal, artists other than Liszt
began to adopt the solo recital format, which adds importance to Liszt’s initial performative
idea. Liszt giving recitals on his own might be a statement of individualism and eccentricity.
Liszt starting a new format that spread to other pianists in significant ways is a sign of
evolution in piano performance. The programs of performers other than Liszt create a more
complete understanding of the early stages of the recital and helps establish how Adele aus
der Ohe’s programs interacted with and built on the recitals that came before hers. First,
analysis of Liszt will establish a baseline for the solo recital and, after that is explored,
analysis of subsequent recitals helps create a link to aus der Ohe in this research.

LISZT RECITES
Discussing this first solo “recital” which Liszt undertook at the height of his
performing career, his main biographer, Alan Walker, writes:
The modern piano recital was invented by Liszt…He was the first to play the
whole keyboard repertory (as it then existed), from Bach to Chopin…The very
term ‘recital’ was his; he introduced it in London on June 9, 1840, for a concert in
the Hanover Square Rooms.24
The year 1840 precedes Adele aus der Ohe’s recital programs by over fifty years and the
nature of Liszt’s solo piano recital was quite different from what would have been expected
in 1895. While Liszt did memorize his pieces, that was not standard for 1840 and length of
the concert would vary. Miscellaneous programs of more than one performer might last up to
two hours but audiences were not conditioned to two hours solely consisting of piano music.
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When Liszt entitled his concert at the Hanover Rooms ‘recital,’ “the connotation of
the term with music predictably caused the London public some bewilderment, since the
word had hitherto been used only to refer to dramatic readings.”25 Since Liszt’s name was
already well-known, it probably overcame any confusion the audience felt, which was
fortunate, as the entirely solo format would have presented an unusual program. Liszt is
recorded to have played two movements of his transcription of Beethoven’s Pastorale
Symphony, “two Schubert song transcriptions…Hexameron; and his own Neapolitan
tarantella and Grand galop chromatique.”26
Table 2.1 Liszt Hanover Room “Recital” Program, 184027
COMPOSER

PIECE

Beethoven (Liszt transcription)
Schubert (Liszt transcription)

Scherzo and Finale from Pastorale
Symphony
Serenade

Schubert (Liszt transcription)

Ave Maria

Assorted composers

Hexameron

Liszt

Neapolitan Tarantella

Liszt

Grand galop chromatique

As this is credited as the first ever solo piano recital, it is interesting to realize that
this program was far shorter than a modern solo piano recital or, even, a solo piano recital in
the second half of the 19th century. It cannot have been a coincidence, either, that almost
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every piece on the program is either conceived by Liszt or adapted by him. A crafty
showman, as well as a musician, Liszt was aware that his presence was a large part of the
draw to his recitals. As audiences were familiar with the composer-performer on stage dating
back to the time of Mozart and Beethoven, Liszt performing his own works and arranging the
pieces on the rest of the program might have been an aspect of familiarity to his audiences.
Another significant fact regarding this first outing in the new format is that it was not
even remotely successful. That small fact is often overlooked or minimized but it
demonstrates that the solo recital did not miraculously materialize fully formed to be greeted
by adoring audiences. As Alan Walker notes, a contemporary publication, the Musical
World, described the recital as “this curious exhibition.”28 Liszt would persevere with the
format, but, even in his second set of recitals in July 1840, he slightly tempered his solo
ambitions and included a violin sonata. Perhaps to guard against further negative receptions,
he included “one of Beethoven’s sonatas…the violin part being performed by Ole Bull.”29
Audience reception to one side, Liszt’s initial recital did offer pianists an embryonic
example of what would become the solo piano recital. The format held enough interest that it
spread to other performers, Liszt’s legions of students, and, eventually, the world. Across
time, the recital format originated by Liszt remains dominant. In the intervening 182 years
between Liszt’s Hanover Rooms recital and now, recitals still make up the majority of
concerts given by solo pianists. As Rosy Ge mentions in her research exploring programming
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between the Golden Age and the 21st century, “The structure varied little from the model that
Franz Liszt and Clara Schumann set with their recitals”30 across history up to modern times.
Directly after Liszt’s performances, the recital was adopted by some of his near
contemporaries. Indeed, as Liszt hung up his virtuosic career, the recital began to take root
across Europe, although both audience and artist were wading into untested waters. For years
following Liszt’s example, pianists would try to reconcile audiences to the idea of one
performer on one instrument for a full concert without alienating them. Clara Schumann, for
example, endeavored to play solo recitals while choosing repertoire that would not overtax
ears that were unused to piano for a long duration.
In 1856, Clara Wieck-Schumann’s (1819-1896) solo recital, also in the London
Hanover Rooms, offered innovation but also revealed her awareness of the audience.31 In a
program that consisted of Beethoven, Robert Schumann, Bach, Mendelssohn and Chopin,
there is evidence of a performer developing a new form while still creating a program that
was accessible to audiences. In total, the repertoire lasted just over an hour, a palatable length
for those not used to so much solo piano music in one sitting. The longest single work was
the Waldstein sonata by Beethoven. At around twenty-three minutes long, it is first on the
program, potentially because Wieck-Schumann did not desire to overtire listeners by placing
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the work later. It is also a relatively digestible sonata, far from the impenetrable depths of the
last three Beethoven Sonatas or the longer Sonatas by Schubert.

NEW IDEAS TAKE ROOT
Table 2.2 Clara Schumann Hanover Rooms Recital, 185632
Composer

Piece

Beethoven

Sonata in C, op.53 “Waldstein”

Robert Schumann

Schlummerlied, Op. 121

Robert Schumann

Jagdlied, op.82

Robert Schumann

“Traumes wirren,” from Fantasiestücke,
Op.12
Prelude and Fugue in A minor, originally
for organ
Capriccio scherzando in F-sharp Minor

J.S. Bach
Mendelssohn
Chopin

Nocturne in C Minor
Polonaise in A-flat Major

Next, her set of three pieces by Robert Schumann are barely ten minutes in total,
which is also short by modern standards. The pieces are also picked from three different sets
and opus numbers, one from his Albumblätter, Op. 124, “Jagdlied”, from the Op. 82
Waldszenen, and the last from the early Op. 12 Fantasiestücke. This seemingly piecemeal
approach was more common in the Romantic era, but it is interesting to note as it contrasts
heavily with modern performance practice. Considering that Clara Schumann was married to
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the composer of those pieces and would have known his feelings on appropriate
programming of his works, it seems likely that both composer and performer found nothing
uncommon in selecting single pieces of larger sets for performance.
To end the program with two relatively smaller works by Chopin might also seem
unusual to modern ears. The Nocturne in C Minor and Polonaise in A-flat Major are far from
the heights of virtuosity, but they would have been crowd-pleasing and relatively easy to
listen to, in contrast to a complicated large-scale piece or technically complex etudes. It is
also important to remember that, as the format was new, pianists would have needed to gauge
the technical and endurance requirements necessary to perform solo recitals. It was by no
means second-nature to perform for the length and at the level we might be used to hearing
today.
Considering the repertoire and composers on Schumann’s recital reveals yet another
contrast to the modern recital. In today’s recitals, to perform a program where the pieces are
exclusively written by composers either directly contemporaneous to the performer or
removed by one generation is out of the ordinary. However, Schumann’s recital is made up
of pieces by either her generation of composers or the generation directly preceding her. This
is a notable contrast to modern recitals and repertoire choices. To satisfy modern standard
requirements for many conservatories, universities, and competitions, there is currently not
meaningful opportunity to include contemporary composers to the same extent Schumann
did.
Neither Clara Schumann or Franz Liszt’s programs include any compositions by
women. This reflects the belief of the time that women should not be musicians in public
settings, therefore limiting the possibilities for their works to be performed. It also
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demonstrates that compositions featured in piano recitals of this time were almost entirely
composed by men.
Together, these two early recitals show how experimental aspects were balanced by
those in which the performer was comfortable. Liszt played to what the audience wanted
which, at the time, was him and his pyrotechnic boldness. Schumann focused on composers
she knew well, including her husband’s works. Both performed slightly out of the epicenter
for their field, in London’s Hanover Square Rooms. Both embraced a short running time to
assuage the audience, who might not be used to hearing one instrument without interruption
in concert. The next generation of performers to take up the solo recital would expand on
both repertoire and duration while still performing in newer geographic locations.

HANS VON BÜLOW IN THE UNITED STATES
Moving forward in time from the first solo recitals, Hans von Bülow’s (1830-1894)
program from 1875 demonstrates development of the state of the recital by the time he toured
the United States. Von Bülow is relevant to this study, as well as to the evolution of the piano
recital, because he was an important acolyte of Franz Liszt, a generation or so older than
Adele aus der Ohe. His performances create a link that helps construct a full background of
the performing world Adele aus der Ohe grew up around as a young musician. Examples
such as von Bülow’s would be her most immediate models as she embarked on early solo
performances of her own.
The von Bülow performance in the United States also marks a significant shift from a
European center of performance at well-established venues with historic musical traditions.
Much like the Hanover Rooms in London, the United States was mainly untested ground for
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piano recitals and, as such, it allowed for experimentation. The development of the solo
recital in the United States also mirrors the emergence of a concern with refined culture and
arts in the Gilded Age. Aus der Ohe’s career was the result of this same movement in the
U.S. to cultivate the arts and create musical performances to rival those in Europe. Hans von
Bülow’s performances helped create the performing culture that Adele aus der Ohe
benefitted from and gave a foundation to solo recital performance in cities like New York
and Boston that she expanded upon during her career.
Examining one program performed throughout late 1875 in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut shows that von Bülow included Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
Chopin, and Liszt on his recital.33 One of the first things I noticed in comparing it to the
earlier recitals by Liszt and Schumann is the huge jump in the amount of music included and
the length of the intended performance. In the twenty years between Clara Schumann’s
recital and von Bülow’s, the approximate total time jumps from 60 minutes to 100 minutes of
playing. Assuming that both recitals included an interval, a night out in 1875 was over a third
longer than a night of music in 1856. Indeed, in his letters, von Bülow makes mention of his
“two hours of evening slavery.”34 The fact that von Bülow was generally well-received,
(immensely well-received, if his own letters are any indication),35 indicates that audiences’
tolerance and interest in solo piano performance had evolved along with the length of the
concert.
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Beyond that, much of the repertoire von Bülow chose is in keeping with WieckSchumann’s program in 1856. He includes Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Chopin, just
as Wieck-Schumann did. His inclusion of Liszt, or perhaps Clara Wieck-Schumann’s
exclusion of Liszt, is not surprising. Wieck-Schumann was not devoted to the promotion of
Liszt’s music and had greater loyalty to the performance and interpretation of music
composed by her husband, Robert Schumann. Von Bülow, on the other hand, was devoted to
Liszt and took care to always highlight his work.
Both programs by Schumann and von Bülow demonstrate a focus on the European
Classical tradition and both programs group pieces in a way that modern audiences might
find to be piecemeal. Out of the two, von Bülow’s program is closer to something we would
see today. For example, he pairs the Bach Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue with a lone Gavotte
from the 6th English Suite, somewhat lopsided by today’s standards. It is also unusual to
place the Gavotte after the English Suite. At the same time, he includes a set of three Chopin
works and a collection of five of Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words, which would not be
unusual today.
Further development from Wieck-Schumann’s time is obvious in how the works are
ordered. The longest complete piece, also Beethoven, this time Op. 31 No.3, is second on the
program, not first. Perhaps due to the difference in audiences across the Atlantic, Von Bülow
felt less pressure to create a program that considered inferred audience preferences. In the
United States, by and large, there was less of a specter of tradition in the realm of keyboard
performance. While American audiences were increasingly knowledgeable and eager for
classical music, they were not the same Viennese audiences that had heard Beethoven and
Mozart.
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Table 2.3 Hans von Bülow U.S. Recital Program 1875
Composer

Piece

J.S. Bach

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue
Gavotte (from English Suite N.6)
Sonata Op. 31 n.3

Beethoven

Chopin

Serieuses Variations Op. 5436
Songs Without Words (3, 19, 21, 24)
Nocturne Op. 27 N.2

Chopin

Waltz, Op. 42

Chopin

Polonaise, Op.53

Liszt

Gondoliera and Tarantella

Mendelssohn

While Schumann did not precisely program according to chronological order of
composer, von Bülow does, even down to the pleasingly sequential birth years of
Mendelssohn (1809), Chopin (1810), and Liszt (1811). This may be a development in the
format but it mostly reflects Von Bülow’s preoccupation with piano history and his reverence
for great composers of the past. Indeed, R. Allen Lott writes that “Bülow was the first of the
great pianists who devoted himself entirely to the music of others,”37 which reflects his
personal respect for those who composed and performed before him. As piano performance
moved into the 20th century, this inclination towards canonic compositions over
improvisation and newly composed works or self-composed works would become the
standard.
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Von Bülow’s recital program finishes with a Liszt “Tarantella,” not surprising since
von Bülow revered Liszt and studied and worked with him. Aus der Ohe also ended her two
Carnegie Hall programs with Liszt, as she was also his student. The fact they both chose
Liszt may be specific to their connections with him, but the shift to a virtuosic ending is a
point of change in performance planning. Building up from earlier recitals where there was
little attention paid to pacing, endings are gaining dramatic importance and repertoire
selection reflects that. The standards expected of pianists by their peers, teachers, and
audiences are also changing. Where, earlier, there was no standard level of a solo recital, the
end of the century sees virtuoso pianists planning on big endings to their recitals. Audiences
were also becoming used to more technical swagger than a Chopin polonaise as a conclusion
to a piano recital.
Intentional or not, there is also an interesting sense of programmatic connection in
von Bülow’s recital. The Beethoven sonata, nicknamed “The Hunt,” is related by title to No.
19 in the set of the Mendelssohn Songs Without Words, which is called “Hunting Song.” This
type of themed planning is still popular today, in one form or another. Von Bülow’s
programmatic choices reflect trends in other types of music that were being created at the
same time. Programmatic inspiration was heavily influencing the composition of symphonic
poems, operas, and song cycles in the Romantic era. Connecting pieces by subject matter was
a way of expressing narrative in a piano recital, in a format that offered no other obvious way
to connect pieces by different composers. It also presented another avenue for musicians to
branch out and show individuality.
The sheer scale of von Bülow’s tour of America, as well, demonstrates a welldocumented example of recital preparation and performance that was to be associated with
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piano recitals in the future. In a tour that included “thirty-nine American cities in a total of
139 concerts,”38 he found audiences mostly eager, if under-educated to his standards. While
his scholarly approach to playing and repertoire was off-putting to some, the tour was
generally a success that highlighted the great possibilities of a touring pianist in the New
World. Those possibilities were quickly capitalized upon by younger performers, while
demand for the musical arts would lead to the creation of a new hall in New York City,
constructed not only with orchestral concerts in mind but also solo recital performance.

PADEREWSKI AND A NEW HALL FOR CARNEGIE
In 1887, Louise and Andrew Carnegie were on their honeymoon when Carnegie and
Walter Damrosch, a conductor in New York at the time, hatched a plan to build a new music
venue.39 As a magnate of the Gilded Age, Carnegie’s interest in a destination for all things
musical in New York City was in keeping with many of the prevalent ideas concerning
Americans at the close of the 19th century. Industry was booming and Americans looked to
develop a sense of culture in conjunction with the expansion of manufacturing and trade.40
The newly expanding middle class also had an influx of disposable income that made tickets
to concerts, plays, and other recreations appealing. While willing to support construction of
the hall, Carnegie believed that “it was up to the community to maintain and expand the
institution provided by his gift.”41 Therefore, its continued success reflects not only
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Carnegie’s generosity but also the interest of society in cultivating the arts through public
performance space.
Constructed far north of the fashionable section of Manhattan at the time, Carnegie
Hall opened in May of 1891, providing another musical venue that was largely embraced by
New York City. Calling upon composer Peter Ilytich Tchaikovsky to conduct, with Adele
aus der Ohe as soloist for his First Piano Concerto, the new hall’s opening week established a
venue ready for performance on a scale that was largely unprecedented in the United States
at that point.42 Soon after its construction, Carnegie’s Hall was the host for every notable
musician touring the United States, from the New York Symphony, which often included
concertos with prominent soloists on its programs, to young solo virtuosos and chamber
groups, such as the Kneisel Quartet.43

SOLO RECITALS AT CARNEGIE HALL
From the first years of its existence, Carnegie Hall included instrumental and vocal
soloists in their schedule. In the case of the piano, these solo performances took the form of
concerto performances with orchestra or, increasingly, the new solo recital. Ignacy Jan
Paderewski was the most prominent early pianist to appear at Carnegie Hall and he gave at
least 20 solo recital performances, in addition to other solo appearances with orchestra.
Other than Paderewski, the only pianists scheduled for Carnegie Hall from opening
week 1891 to 1896 were Adele aus der Ohe, Moritz Rosenthal, and Martinus Sieveking.
Combined, they programmed a paltry five full solo recitals, compared to the sixteen by
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Paderewski, between 1892-1896. As a result, Paderewski’s contribution to Carnegie Hall’s
concert programming is essential but, to consider the recitals holistically, it also means that
the data from all the solo recitals from that period is skewed towards one artist’s personal
taste. Nevertheless, investigation of Paderewski’s Carnegie Hall program from March 26th,
189244 is the next step in examining the evolution of solo recitals from their infancy to their
emergence in the United States in Carnegie Hall to Adele aus der Ohe’s programs in 1895.
Similarities to Hans von Bülow’s recital and Clara Schumann’s are immediately
evident in Paderewski’s 1892 program. In fact, he opens with the same Bach Chromatic
Fantasy and Fugue that von Bülow did in 1875. Schumann, von Bülow, and Paderewski’s
concerts included a Beethoven sonata, with Paderewski’s being the most vast and dense
work, Op. 111. The choice to play the last of Beethoven’s piano sonatas is still an
undertaking for performers and audiences today, so it is a considerable commitment to
complex repertoire. A performance of Op. 111 shows Paderewski’s interest in later, less
accessible Beethoven and hints at his desire to play more than purely crowd-pleasing music.
As it was programmed for public performance, inclusion of the sonata might also signify that
audiences’ listening had evolved to the point where longer dense works of historical
importance were gaining acceptance as standard on recitals.
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Table 2.4 Ignacy Jan Paderewski Carnegie Hall Recital Program, 189245
Composer

Piece

Bach
Beethoven

Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue in D Minor,
BWV 903
Piano Sonata No. 32 in C Minor, Op. 111

Schubert

Variations

Schubert (Liszt transcription)

Standchen

Schubert (Liszt transcription)

Lieder von Schubert: Erlkönig, S. 558, No.
4 (R. 243, No. 4)

Chopin

unspecified etudes

Chopin

unspecified nocturne

Chopin

Waltz

Chopin

Polonaise

Paderewski

Miscellanea: Nocturne in B-flat Major, Op.
16, No. 4

Liszt

Hungarian Rhapsody, R. 106

The printed copy of Paderewski’s program offers a curious contrast to the programs
of Schumann and von Bülow. Where Schumann and von Bülow’s programs offer enough
relevant information to trace exact repertoire, Paderewski’s does not. In fact, apart from the
Bach and the Beethoven sonata, the information provided is downright vague. Following Op.
111 is a Schubert variation set. There is no mention of which one, making it impossible to
create a full picture of the program. After that, Liszt’s arrangements of Schubert’s Serenade
45
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and Erlkönig are followed by a Chopin set, including a Nocturne, Waltz, and Polonaise, none
of which are specified by opus number or title.
Paderewski is only the second pianist out of those examined thus far (Liszt, Clara
Schumann, Hans von Bülow), other than Liszt, to include his own composition on a recital
where he was also the soloist. The self-penned Nocturne referred to in the program must be
his Op. 16, No. 4, which precedes the unspecified Hungarian Rhapsody by Liszt to complete
the program. Due to the lack of the specific information, it is almost impossible to determine
the true length of the program. Considering the works that can be determined and estimating
the general length of the others brings the full recital to a very approximate eighty to one
hundred minutes long. This length is similar to von Bülow’s performances nearly 20 years
prior to Paderewski’s, revealing that perhaps pianists had found the sweet spot of how much
music could be reliably performed and accepted by audiences on any given night.
As with von Bülow, the repertoire is mostly chronological and grouped according to
composer. Bach is played first, followed by Beethoven, Schubert, Liszt’s transcriptions of
Schubert, Chopin, Paderewski’s composition, and then Liszt. By this point in 1892, it seems
that soloists are beginning to establish a tradition of recital programming. The pattern that
appears is a program that proceeds chronologically for about 100 minutes, balancing intricate
compositions with more straightforward crowd-pleasing music, and ends with technical
fireworks, usually by Liszt. Liszt, it seems, is the composer adopted by most to end piano
recitals.
Taking a step back from the musical aspects of Paderewski’s program, there may be
an important hint about the audience culture right at the turn of the century. As mentioned,
Paderewski’s program has the least information about the pieces played and does little to
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inform listeners of the context of the repertoire or the composers. This leads to more
questions than answers about audience culture and performance practice.
Were audiences simply uninterested in the context and history of pieces they heard?
Does the lack of information mean that performers would introduce pieces from the stage?
Does the vague nature of pieces indicate that perhaps Paderewski knew multiple Chopin
Nocturnes and would choose which to play on the night? Considering location, could it be
possible that American audiences were accustomed to a recital where programs did not
specify exact pieces? Although beyond the scope of this study, all of these lines of inquiry
reveal complexities related to the world of piano performance.

ADELE AUS DER OHE IN 1895
Considering Adele aus der Ohe’s 1895 recital programs in context of the history of
solo piano recitals helps give a more complete understanding of her contribution to Gilded
Age piano performance. Having arrived in the United States in the late 1880s, aus der Ohe
had been actively performing every year across the country, aided by the relatively accessible
travel system that was the American Railroad. Buoyed by her excellent musical heritage
stemming from Liszt, she quickly became popular and widely known as a pianist. Most
frequently, she performed as a soloist with orchestra, although aus der Ohe also took part in
varied musical evenings, including multiple performers.46
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To help document her success, we can look at the sheer amount of travelling that aus
der Ohe undertook throughout the U.S. in 1893.
In January of 1893, they (Adele and her sister Mathilde)… departed Berlin, by
February they were in New York, by March they were already on the West Coast…
By early June they were back in New York.47
In each location, Adele performed multiple times. As she performed in each place, audiences
became more and more familiar with, and admiring of, her talents. Appearances with
orchestra, rather than solo recitals, were the most common way for pianists to be heard.
Therefore, branching out into solo recitals is an example of her appeal to audiences. Her
great reception as solo recital pianist, can be seen in a newspaper advertisement from 1893
(Figure 2.1), which describes her as “The World’s Greatest Pianiste,”48 proving that her
reputation was considerable, even as far as the west coast of the United States.
Considering the level of her success as a performer in the United States playing with
orchestras, chamber performances, and varied musical performances, branching into the solo
recital was not inevitable. The solo recital was gaining prominence, but it was not fully
established until the 1900s. At the end of the 1800s, the solo recital was clearly a show of
virtuosity, undertaken by the best performers who were guaranteed to draw an audience due
to their established popularity. With this framework, we are further able to understand aus
der Ohe’s importance to the field as an artist considered successful enough to perform solo
recitals.
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Figure 2.1 Advertisement for Los Angeles Solo Recital in 1893
Indeed, Aus der Ohe’s reputation put her on par with any of the pianists of her age.
To speak specifically of Paderewski, who also programmed solo recitals at Carnegie Hall and
was contemporary to aus der Ohe, they were often spoken of in similar tones of reverence.
The Seattle Post Intelligencer writes that “Miss Annie Hall comes fresh from… the influence
of great performers, such as Paderewski, L’Albert, and Mme. aus der Ohe.”49 Together with
“L’Albert” (potentially a misprint of Eugene d’Albert), Paderewski and aus der Ohe are
referenced as the premiere pianists of their day. Additionally, in February 1893, the Los
Angeles Times prints notice of aus der Ohe’s upcoming concert, adding that “aus der Ohe is
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the only great pianiste who will visit us this season, Paderewski having decided not to come
to the Pacific Coast.”50
Having established a positive reputation as recitalist elsewhere in the country, Adele
aus der Ohe endeavored to tackle the solo piano recital at Carnegie Hall. The two programs
that aus der Ohe proposed to play in April of 1895 are equal in virtuosity to the programs
performed by Liszt (1840), Schumann (1856), von Bülow (1876), and Paderewski (1892).
They include the full variety of composers, with their diverse compositional specialties. In
addition, substantial effort was put into including modern composers, as well as those who
were widely popular, and aus der Ohe also included one of her own compositions.
As closer examination of her choices will show, Adele aus der Ohe’s Carnegie Hall
recital programs place her firmly in league with Paderewski and the other leading pianists of
her time, but they also show a diversity that other programs lack. Aus der Ohe shows through
example that, while many performers in the 19th century stuck to well-proven pieces and
composers, others branched out. While it was a newer way of programming and playing
pieces at the piano, aus der Ohe was not afraid to use the solo recital to highlight her own
musical taste, abilities, and a fuller scope of the compositional world at Carnegie Hall.
In the years after the Carnegie Hall programs in 1895, aus der Ohe significantly
devoted time to solo recitals in the United States. As she did so, other female soloists began
to perform more widely and some were emboldened specifically by her example.51 In 1897,
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Teresa Carreño successfully performed her own solo recital at Carnegie Hall.52 While aus der
Ohe never is recorded to have performed a set of solo recitals at Carnegie Hall after illness
prevented the first ones, Adele aus der Ohe performed other solo recitals with similar
repertoire, as can be seen in a review from November 16, 1898 (Figure 2.2). These
performances are early examples of some of the possibilities for a woman in piano
performance.

Figure 2.2 Review of November 16, 1898, solo recital in The Sun.
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CHAPTER THREE
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
Adele aus der Ohe’s remarkable success as pianist started with her early education.
As a young woman growing up in the 1860s and 70s, piano study at a virtuosic level had to
be actively sought out. Just as aus der Ohe would actively advocate for and advise her
students, her career began with significant teachers, most prominently Franz Liszt. Often one
of the few women counted among Liszt’s students, her time studying music was a prominent
example of a female pianist working towards ambitious goals alongside predominantly male
counterparts.
Liszt’s influence on her musical education and her own pedagogy is unmistakable and
his example was a source of inspiration throughout her life. As with many of Liszt’s students,
his name was a by-line to aus der Ohe’s biography for the entirety of her life. Throughout
their lives, both Liszt and aus der Ohe would know what it was like to be the student of great
teachers and the teachers of great students. The parallels with their early education and
innovative performance choices as performers show them both to be important lodestones in
the continuous history of piano education, going back to Beethoven.
Much like aus der Ohe, Liszt was introduced to music at a young age. Known as a
“young virtuoso…the little Hercules,”53 Liszt began showing musical promise before he
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reached the age of ten. According to his main biographer, Alan Walker, “the boy’s musical
genius first asserted itself in his sixth year”54 and he quickly outpaced his first teacher and his
father, Adam Liszt. From then, Liszt’s father became an indefatigable force driving his son to
succeed and promoting his son to the appropriate teachers and venues. By 1819, at age 8,
Liszt was in Vienna meeting his future teacher, Carl Czerny,55 whose proximity to Beethoven
and whose teaching prowess had “so enhanced his reputation that he was quickly besieged on
all sides with requests to take pupils.”56 Czerny would be an influential teacher to Liszt and,
considering Liszt’s reverence for Beethoven, the opportunity to study with one of
Beethoven’s students was a great one. Practically, it also gave the young Liszt educational
stability and technical instruction that he lacked in the early years of his piano study.
According to Czerny, Liszt “played according to feeling…and (Czerny) saw that he
must regulate and strengthen the boy’s technique, hitherto badly neglected.”57 He also
emphasized sight-reading and exposed Liszt to a variety of composers and styles. In fact,
much of Liszt’s future success and virtuosity was thanks to Czerny and his instruction “to
think, and to think independently, about piano playing.”58 This period of instruction, in
addition to being highly influential to his pianistic career, left a lasting impression on Liszt
and undoubtedly would affect his future generosity and instruction to his own students.
During his time in Vienna, Liszt also studied with Antonio Salieri. According to a
letter from Salieri to Prince Esterhazy, Liszt was “making extraordinary progress in singing,
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in figured bass, and in deciphering full scores of different genres.” Salieri focused on these
aspects “in order to introduce him gradually to composition and in order to maintain his
sense of good taste.”59 Crucially, Liszt’s first piece “was completed under Salieri’s
supervision” and “Liszt never forgot the kindness of Salieri.”60
These two influences on Liszt’s formative years were not quickly forgotten. The
kindness that Liszt valued from his teachers was reflected in his own generosity towards his
many students and the sheer number of students he maintained, even as other pressures vied
for his valuable time. Although the amount of time each student received from Liszt
sometimes varied greatly and “many of them played to him once only…they sometimes did
not get beyond a page or two before they were unceremoniously bundled off the piano-stool,
never to be seen or heard of again,”61 Liszt’s investment in the next generation’s education
could not be doubted. This was, at least in part, due to Liszt’s own experiences as a student,
under Czerny and Salieri directly. It is also great proof of his devotion to teaching that his
students, including Adele aus der Ohe, were all unfailingly grateful to Liszt.

ADELE AUS DER OHE’S BEGINNINGS
Born in 1861, Adele aus der Ohe was the youngest of four children and the daughter
of a university professor. Her musical potential became quickly evident, with multiple
accounts telling of an infant Adele being able to play by ear at the piano and copy melodies.
Rumor also had it that, upon being introduced to Hans von Bülow at five, he confirmed her
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musical ability. “‘Let me first look in her eyes’ he said; and continued ‘Yes! there really is
music there.’”62 Regardless of the scientific merits of that particular measurement, it can be
concluded that Adele aus der Ohe had propensity and interest in music, with piano becoming
her instrument of choice.
At age eight, aus der Ohe and her family moved to Berlin, where she studied with
Theodor Kullak. As with Liszt, Kullak, her initial teacher had studied with Carl Czerny.63
After making quick progress, she began to gain attention. “In May of 1872…Amy Fay wrote,
‘he (Kullak) has one little fairy of a scholar ten years old…It is the most astonishing thing to
hear that child play!’”64 It would soon become evident after 1872 that Adele aus der Ohe was
looking for more education and further challenges to develop her ability and, like Liszt and
Beethoven before her, she would have to leave home.
Following a debut as soloist with orchestra at ten, LaWayne Leno writes that “most of
the contemporary biographical data indicates that she (aus der Ohe) was twelve when she
began to study with (Franz Liszt).”65 In an effort to find opportunity for his child, “her father
requested an endorsement from Kullak” that would confirm her talents to Liszt, just as
Czerny had promoted Liszt to Beethoven and the Vienna music scene when he was a similar
age. Having secured funds and the promise of lessons with Liszt, twelve-year-old aus der
Ohe travelled to Weimar to study, a three-hour journey by car today but a sizeable one in the
1870s for a young girl.
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Liszt and aus der Ohe both moved to capitalize on their musical abilities very early in
their lives. For both, the opportunity to progress as musicians meant sacrifice and travel far
from home. Together, their early studies have similarities that will follow through both their
careers and display the exceptional musical foundations required for success in the realm of
piano performance.

LISZT AS TEACHER
The next step for Liszt’s career was a move to Vienna. For aus der Ohe, Liszt’s studio
was both an opportunity to learn and to gain recognition in the music world. Upon arriving at
Weimar, Adele aus der Ohe joined groups of loyal followers and students. As is already wellknown, Liszt’s students played for him in masterclasses, each preparing pieces and playing
for the group depending on Liszt’s preferences. It was in this environment that aus der Ohe
would begin to prove her abilities and establish her performing reputation.
As early as 1869, Liszt had begun working with students, while also composing and
creating “the Mecca of modern music” in “tiny Weimar.”66 The number of students that
passed through under Liszt’s tutelage included Carl Tausig, William Mason, Peter Cornelius,
Joachim Raff, Amy Fay, and others. This school for piano performers would continue,
however irregularly, “until his dying day, when a group of pupils waited… to learn that their
revered Master would give no more lessons”67 in 1886.
Many of these students kept excellent records of their time with Liszt. American
pianist Amy Fay, writing in 1873, remarks “we had a lesson from him (Liszt) yesterday that
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lasted four hours…it is the musical headquarters of the world.”68 Fay goes on to say that
Liszt “develops the very spirit of music in you” and that “he presents an idea to you, and it
takes fast hold of your mind and sticks there. Music is such a real, visible thing to him that he
always has a symbol, instantly, in the material world to express his idea.”69 Aside from a
certain amount of hero-worship that any student would have felt studying with the foremost
virtuoso in the field, these comments and Fay’s memoirs in general offer interesting hints
about Liszt’s teaching styles and philosophies.
Liszt, it seems, focused mostly on nurturing pianists’ musical natures and interpretive
skills. As Fay mentions, “he doesn’t tell you anything about the technique.”70 In his teaching,
he did not focus on fixing or developing technique or appear to work with students who had
technical challenges in their playing. Whether he thought that was another teacher’s task or if
he felt naturally good technique was a prerequisite to becoming a successful performer is
unclear, but those were clearly Liszt’s preferences.
His habit of teaching in masterclasses rather than private lessons did, however,
expose all of his students to much more variety in repertoire and technique than they would
have experienced had Liszt preferred one-on-one lessons. It is possible that Liszt believed
that collective knowledge and learning from watching others was the best way to learn and
gain experience as a pianist. This format of teaching also allowed everyone to learn from
observing the strengths and weaknesses of their peers. While that might not have always
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inspired camaraderie, I believe it also would have helped demonstrate how to teach students
who might face different musical issues than their teacher.
William Mason, another student at Weimar, also documented insights into Liszt’s
teaching style. Mason recounted that “during the entire time that I was with him I did not see
him give a regular lesson in the pedagogical sense.”71 This is in keeping with multiple
descriptions of Liszt’s masterclass lessons and what was said by Amy Fay. In further
accordance with Fay, “Mason made the perspicacious point that it was vital for a student to
have acquired an absolutely sure foundation before he studied with Liszt.”72
Recalling his time at Weimar as “Die goldene Zeit-‘the golden time,’”73 Mason’s last
lesson with Liszt was in 1854. While this was a good amount of time before Fay and Adele
aus der Ohe studied with Liszt, it serves to show the consistency of Liszt’s teaching style and
the true breadth of generations that were influenced by Liszt’s wisdom. The sheer length of
Liszt’s time teaching also shows its continued relevance to the world of piano performance.
By the time Adele aus der Ohe arrived in 1873, multiple generations had already successfully
gone through Liszt’s tutelage and created careers. As a result, aus der Ohe must have been
hopeful, and with good reason, that studying with him would lead to the productive
establishment of her career.
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AUS DER OHE AS LISZT’S STUDENT
As many of Adele aus der Ohe’s letters, manuscripts, and other personal papers have
been lost, it is frustratingly difficult to create a clear picture of what aus der Ohe’s time was
like as a student of Liszt. It is impossible to have a first-person account of what her time
playing for him was like, as we do with Amy Fay. There is also very little that speaks of
Liszt’s pedagogical choices for her education and why he was willing to work with her at the
early age of twelve, when he rarely worked with child prodigies. Instead, it is necessary for
us to look at secondary sources that reference aus der Ohe and her gaining prominence as
performer.
What is discussed in LaWayne Leno’s biography of Adele aus der Ohe gives us some
conception of her time working with Liszt. Following the start of her studies in 1873, it
seems aus der Ohe worked consistently with Liszt. As mentioned by Leno, Max Eliot noted
that at “about thirteen years old, after having been with him only a year, she created a furor at
one of Liszt’s royal concerts.”74
In 1875, at which point aus der Ohe would have been studying with Liszt for two
years, Constantin von Sternberg, musician and student of Liszt, “mentioned…that he failed
to meet Adele aus der Ohe in Rome, ‘although I knew that she, too, was a frequent visitor at
the Villa d’Este.’”75 From this writing, we can discern that Adele aus der Ohe was beginning
to be well-known amongst the students and followers of Liszt. In addition, we learn that aus
der Ohe was also travelling to Rome to study with Liszt, as well as to Weimar, which would
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have been an even more considerable trip for a fourteen-year-old girl and would have
required a travelling companion.
Into the 1880s, Adele aus der Ohe continued to work with Liszt and began to
perform, both in concerts featuring Liszt’s Weimar students and across Germany.76 By 1883,
aus der Ohe was beginning to stand out amongst the crowd of students Liszt had invited to
work with him. Much like Liszt as a young performer, she began to appear as soloist with
orchestra and frequently in musical evenings, which usually included multiple pianists and
chamber groups. As a result of her success, accounts of her playing and her time with Liszt
from outside sources start to accumulate at this point, giving us a better view of a young aus
der Ohe.
Specifically, in 1888, Century Illustrated Magazine printed a lengthy article, detailing
the students Liszt was working with in 1885. Amongst the students is Adele aus der Ohe,
who was just establishing the beginnings of what would be a highly remarkable career.
Written by Albert Morris Bagby, who would continue to be a supporter of aus der Ohe
throughout her life, the article is part romantic recounting of what it was like to be with Liszt
and his students and part who’s who of the next generation of pianists. Articles like this were
of some importance because, unlike today, they were one of only a few ways that audiences
and music lovers would become aware of new talent.
Answering the self-posed question “Do any of Liszt’s later pupils give promise of
greatness or at least of proving themselves eminently worthy of such a teacher?” Bagby lists
“Eugene d’Albert…Arthur Friedheim, Alfred Reisenhauer, Alexander Siloti, and Adele aus
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der Ohe.”77 Balancing between biographical details and reminiscences of his observations of
Liszt’s students, Bagby endeavors to encapsulate the promise of the young performers while
shining a light on Liszt’s magisterial presence as their teacher. In his writing, he manages to
identify five pianists, born within five years of each other —Friedheim is the oldest (1859)
and d’Albert the youngest (1864)—who would all go on to successful performing careers,
creating the next generation of soloists.
Considering the true expertise of these five musicians, Bagby writes “that Liszt never
at any time numbered among his pupils a more promising coterie of promising talent than in
the last six or seven years of his life”78 (Liszt died in 1886). If that is to be believed, Liszt’s
final students were the greatest example of their teacher’s tutelage and best prepared to adapt
to an ever-evolving age of piano performance.
There is proof that these students were exemplary pianists. All five continued to play
in public after Liszt’s death and were widely respected. All adopted the solo piano recital into
their performance resumes, both abroad and in the United States. Considering the company
she was included with in Bagby’s article and the level of artist emerging from Liszt’s studio,
Adele aus der Ohe must have been proficient indeed. While we know most of the extent of
her success later in life, the evidence that her reputation as a world-class pianist was widely
accepted early in her career is important.
As the magazine article continues to summarize the lives of each of Liszt’s notable
students, a picture is painted of the musicians that Adele aus der Ohe was learning alongside
and their importance to the field. First, Eugene d’Albert, who had already been noted as “a
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wonder child”79 and had made his debut in Berlin in 1882. Percy Grainger, listening in 1896,
wrote a descriptive recounting of a later recital by d’Albert, at which point he “deliberately
neglected piano practice in favor of composition, yet felt that this did not require retirement
from the concert stage as a pianist.”80 As he “saw d’Albert swash around the piano with the
wrong notes flying to the left and right and the whole thing a welter of recklessness, I
(Grainger) said to myself ‘that’s the way I must play’.”81
This example shows that d’Albert was still performing by 1896 and had chosen the
solo recital as format. It is also notable because his somewhat slapdash performance in 1896
comes a year after Adele aus der Ohe’s intended 1895 programs. In addition to confirming
the solo recital as the forefront of performance style, it is also not irrelevant to consider that
Adele aus der Ohe was widely praised for her technique and performance style at a time
when d’Albert seems to have left his polished style behind.
About Arthur Friedheim, Bagby writes that he “he plays with the unbridled
impetuosity of a cyclone…he makes the piano sing.”82 In 1891, he “gave three huge concerts
in the space of a week at Carnegie Hall as his American recital debut” with almost
unbelievably difficult repertoire for both him and the audience.83 Recalling the fact that
Carnegie Hall opened in 1891, these are some of the very first solo recitals heard in the hall,
albeit before its official opening. In this, he is at the forefront of the new format and also
proceeds Adele aus der Ohe by four years.
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Because he performed before the official opening of the hall, Friedheim cannot be
considered alongside Paderewski, aus der Ohe, Rosenthal, and Sieveking. To help explain
why this line is drawn, Richard Schickel recounts:
On the seventh of April (1891), Arthur Friedheim, the pianist, was heard in ‘a
programme making the severest demands upon the technical skills of a player.’ His
management found it prudent to insert a note in the program respectfully requesting
‘the indulgence of the audience for the inconvenience caused by the noises incidental
to the completion of the main hall of this building, it being a matter entirely out of its
control.’84
Considering that it seems construction was occurring as Friedheim played, it cannot be
assessed in a comprehensive manner. However, the reality that Friedheim also played at
Carnegie Hall further proves that it was an epicenter for solo performance from its inception.
While lauded “by his fellow students the greatest musical genius of his time,”85
Alfred Reisenhauer’s future is uncertain, according to Bagby. Displaying the philosophy
around the idea of genius that was prevalent throughout the 19th century, Bagby concludes
Reisenhauer’s section of the article by asking: “Will he bury himself in the past or rise to a
sense of duty that his genius imposes?”86 This onus of duty that is placed on Reisenhauer was
fulfilled to some extent, however, records reveal little of his career and it is impossible to
trace specific evidence of any solo recitals.
The fourth pianist mentioned, Alexander Siloti, has decidedly more evidence to his
name. Throughout his career, he became known for arrangements, compositions, and editions
clarifying the intentions of Liszt’s many ossias and complicated technical passages. Perhaps
foreshadowing Siloti’s future in advocating for Liszt’s music, Bagby writes that
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“‘Silotissimus,’ as Liszt sportively called him, richly repaid with strong partisanship the debt
of gratitude due his teacher”87 by organizing many recitals and orchestral performances of
Liszt’s music.
In addition, Siloti is described as “a great virtuoso… a thorough artist and musician as
well.”88 Perhaps the most overwhelming testament to his playing was by fellow pupil Arthur
Friedheim, who wrote “A pianist myself, I am still completely unable to give an idea of how
he played.”89 While no direct information is given about his solo recitals, the sheer scale of
his arranging and advocating for performance places him at the forefront of his generation of
pianists.
Finally, Bagby gets to Adele aus der Ohe, the only woman included in his list of
future virtuosos. Writing in 1888, Bagby immediately references her “brilliant success in the
metropolis and the principal cities of the Union” which is “too recent” in 1885 “to need
recapitulation.”90 Throughout her section of the article, we receive useful information on
Adele aus der Ohe and her place amongst Liszt’s students but we also receive a picture of
Adele aus der Ohe, the young woman. Considering the stark lack of information about Adele
aus der Ohe, all details are particularly interesting to read.
The picture painted, admittedly with heavy-handed Gilded Age brushes, is one of a
very accomplished dedicated woman. Initially, she is described as “a young woman of varied
accomplishments. She speaks and writes French, Italian, and English; is a student in the arts
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and sciences; and is a composer of music- under an assumed name, of course.”91 The word
that comes to mind when given this description, in addition to her musical capabilities, is
“formidable.” While it is understood that many of those qualities were expected of all gently
bred women in the late 19th century, it is notable that the other four student pianist
biographies featured in the article make no mention of such vast reservoirs of
accomplishments outside music.
Indeed, with allowances for the societal structures of the time, the summaries of the
other four pianists devote more time expanding on their musical abilities and Bagby’s
impressions of their playing than is the case with aus der Ohe. Most of her section refers to
her abilities in terms of Liszt’s reaction to them, a slightly reductive approach. Reference to
her early composition attempts also makes sure to clarify that “of course” the pieces were
published “under an assumed name,” as the idea of a woman owning her work in public was
not one that musicians and society reading the article were meant to condone.
Still, even considering the sexism inherent in the article, its recounting of aus der
Ohe’s musical reputation shows she was a distinguished musician. Most importantly, Bagby
writes that Adele aus der Ohe was one of Liszt’s most highly skilled pianists. Considering all
he had heard and seen, Bagby concluded that “I heard him (Liszt) express himself more in
approval of Adele aus der Ohe’s performances than of any others.”92
As Liszt was not above true support and encouragement for most of his students, his
approval of aus der Ohe’s ability was, perhaps, not singular, but it did reach beyond the
reinforcement of a kindly teacher. Liszt, however generous, did not tend to nurture musicians
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who had not already shown promise on their own. Liszt’s attention meant aus der Ohe had
already worked and shown enough promise to distinguish herself amongst his students.
All of this evidence proves Adele aus der Ohe was exceptional before she reached
Liszt and his tutelage only developed abilities she already possessed. Liszt’s attention to her
also proves that he thought her worth his time, which not every student was. Bagby
highlights this point to the readers of his article by writing that “the earnestness of his
(Liszt’s) work with Adele aus der Ohe was the most telling compliment he could pay the
mental endowments of any pupil.”93

ARTIST AND ARTIST
To limit discussion of Liszt and Adele aus der Ohe to their clearly fruitful, if
hierarchical, student-and-teacher connection would discount their other significant
similarities as pianists. The two were both successful virtuosi of their respective generations,
innovating form, championing new repertoire, and representing piano performance to vast
audiences. Both continued on in their careers to be teachers of some distinction in the field,
encouraging others to perform and study the great canon of piano repertoire. Aus der Ohe
was also a great champion of new composers throughout her career and represented a largely
marginalized group as a woman in the field of public piano performance in the late 19th
century.
Liszt is credited with innovating the solo recital for piano and Adele aus der Ohe is
one of the students that followed in his footsteps. Capitalizing on her potential, aus der Ohe
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was able to help expand the repertoire represented by virtuosic pianists in solo recitals,
including her own works. She did so in a new country that did not have the same history of
classical piano performance that Europe did. Therefore, just as we highlight the relation
between Liszt and aus der Ohe as student and teacher, it is also necessary to acknowledge
that they both were defining musicians and innovators of their generations.
No matter how excellent aus der Ohe’s education under Liszt was, there was no
guarantee that she would rise to become a counterpart to Liszt as a performer. In fact, many
talented musicians did not succeed. For example, Lucie Loening, grandmother of concert
pianist Olga Samaroff (1882-1948), was forced to give up performing for teaching. As
documented in Unbinding Gentility: Women Making Music in the Nineteenth Century South
by Candace Bailey, Loening “gave up ‘the more interesting and lucrative career of a concert
pianist’ and became ‘doomed to the drudgery of giving piano lessons for the pitiful fees
obtained in the impoverished South.’”94 Aus der Ohe’s success, not far removed from
Loening in geography and time was, then, not a given.
Her own merit, as much as her excellent musical heritage and education, earned her
the opportunity to play two solo recitals at Carnegie Hall when that was not necessarily an
opportunity offered to all. Aus der Ohe’s career and its similarities to Liszt mark her to be a
representative of excellence in her field, as a peer as well as a much-admired student. Now,
it becomes necessary to examine recitals at Carnegie Hall leading up to aus der Ohe’s
programs as a way to compare her to her contemporaries.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EARLY RECITAL PROGRAMS AT CARNEGIE HALL
By the end of the year 1896, Ignacy Jan Paderewski had played at least of fifteen solo
piano recitals at Carnegie Hall, a nearly inconceivable number, even by today’s standards
(Table 3.1). In addition to those solo piano recitals, he also performed in chamber settings
and with orchestra at the newly created music hall, defining himself as the premiere piano
soloist of his time. Other than Paderewski, the solo piano programs over the first five years
are shared between three performers.
Between 1891 to 1895, Moritz Rosenthal, Martinus Sieveking, and Adele aus der Ohe
are the only pianists documented, other than Paderewski, with true solo recitals planned for
performance at Carnegie Hall. I distinguish using the word “true” as a full-length piano
recital including only solo piano works by one performer. This clarification is necessary as
other pianists did perform solo works, but in the context of musical review or mixed concert,
including multiple performers and amalgamations of solo and chamber works.
Conspicuously, Adele aus der Ohe is the only woman to have a recital planned at
Carnegie Hall in the first five years of its existence. This, together with the fact she is the
second pianist overall to have booked a solo recital at the hall, is important when considering
her contribution to the history of piano solo performance. According to Carnegie Hall’s Rose
Archives, from the date of Carnegie Hall’s opening in May 1891 to 1901, Adele aus der Ohe
joins Teresa Carreño and Florence Terrell as one of only three female performers booked for
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solo piano recitals. However, despite the excellent preservation of aus der Ohe’s two recital
programs in the Rose Archives, my research has revealed that it is unlikely that the two
recitals actually took place.
Table 4.1 Carnegie Hall Solo Piano Recitals May 1891-189695
Year
1891
1892
1893

Performers
Ignacy Jan
Paderewski: 12/19
Ignacy Jan
Paderewski: 1/23,
1/20, 3/26
Ignacy Jan
Paderewski: 1/2,
1/7, 1/14, 2/2, 2/25,
3/18, 3/25, 4/29

1894
1895
1896

Adele aus der Ohe:
4/16 and 4/19
(cancelled)
Ignacy Jan
Paderewski: 4/18

Ignacy Jan
Paderewski: 11/9,
11/16, 12/14
Moritz Rosenthal:
11/17 and 11/19

Martinus Sieveking:
12/8

On April 14, 1895, two days before the recital dates, The New York Times noted that
aus der Ohe was due to perform at Carnegie’s Chamber Music Hall, listing some of her
repertoire (Figure 4.1)96.
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Figure 4.1 Announcement of aus der Ohe’s Carnegie Hall recitals.
Tickets were listed at “$1.50 Reserved Seats” and “$1.00 General Admission,”97 (Figure
4.2). In today’s American dollar, the equivalent is approximately 47 and 33 dollars in today’s
money, respectively.98

Figure 4.2 The Sun advertisement for aus der Ohe Carnegie solo recitals
Unfortunately, On April 15, the “Theatrical Gossip” section of the Times included the
note that “the two piano recitals announced by Adele aus der Ohe for tomorrow and Friday
have been indefinitely postponed on account of the illness of the artist” (Figure 4.3).99 The
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day of the first recital, April 16th, The Sun further confirms the cancellation and adds an
update on the potential makeup recitals, writing that “if sufficiently recovered, she (aus der
Ohe) purposes to give the recitals sometime in May” (Figure 4.4).100

Figure 4.3 April 15 announcement of recitals’ postponement.

Figure 4.4 April 16th confirmation of postponement in The Sun
I searched through the Carnegie Hall Archives and The New York Times and The New
York Sun archives with hopes that there would be evidence that the recitals were eventually
performed. Unfortunately, there is no conclusive indication that the recitals ever took place.
Upon contacting Carnegie’s archives, it was further confirmed that they currently do not have
any record of the programs being performed.101 Considering this evidence, the intense
closely-knit scheduling of aus der Ohe’s performance dates, and a lack of any other solo
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recital program related to Adele aus der Ohe in the archives, I believe it is likely that the
recitals never took place. In the absence of aus der Ohe’s recitals, Teresa Carreño is the first
female pianist to give a solo recital at Carnegie Hall in 1897.
There is undeniable disappointment in the reality that these two solo recitals did not
take place. However, the remaining programs which include repertoire for the two recitals
stand as important evidence in the development in the solo piano recital at Carnegie.
Considering the lack of divergent musical voices in the early years of solo piano recitals at
Carnegie, it is also important to represent these recitals as part of the true scope of early solo
piano performance in the United States. For Adele aus der Ohe’s personal output, these
recital programs also represent a comprehensive view of her musical preferences, abilities,
and ambitions.

REPERTOIRE IN ACTION
Cancellations aside, there is evidence that aus der Ohe performed this repertoire
elsewhere prior to April of 1895. As late as February 12, 1895, The New York Times’
column, entitled “The Social World,” announced that Adele aus der Ohe was due to perform
solo works on Mr. Bagby’s Musical Morning program. In “an extremely interesting
programme…at the Waldorf,” aus der Ohe performed a Toccata and Fugue by Bach,
arranged by Tausig, a Barcarolle by Rubenstein, “Spinning Song” by Mendelssohn, and
“Tarantella di bravura” by Liszt.102
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From the reported repertoire in the article, it can be concluded that aus der Ohe was
preparing for the two recitals she was planning to give at Carnegie Music Hall. The BachTausig and the Rubenstein Were included in the projected April 16 recital. She also planned
to play other pieces by Mendelssohn and Liszt in April on both Carnegie Hall concerts and
she is clearly programming those composers in February.
This musicale performance, then, was akin to a warmup show. This shows foresight
on her part but it also speaks to her tenacity and dedication to the plan of a solo recital.
Throughout her career, she never stopped actively appearing as soloist with orchestra,
meaning that practice time devoted to solo repertoire was additional to concerto preparation.
This additional pull on an already busy schedules might be part of the reason not every solo
performer chose to add solo recitals to their performing careers. She would have to practice
two solo programs amounting to over 60 minutes each, in between rehearsals and
performances with orchestra.
In 1895, aus der Ohe performed as soloist with orchestra all the way up to April 6,103
when she played the Tchaikovsky concerto. Maintaining such considerable amounts of varied
repertoire at such a high level of execution suggests that Adele aus der Ohe’s addition of solo
recitals was intentional and reflected her professional desires as well as her role as a main
soloist in the United States. Concerning location, while Clara Schumann innovated the solo
recital across the Atlantic, Adele aus der Ohe was one of the first women to do so in a visible
U.S. metropolis like New York City.
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ON ARTISTIC CHOICE
While, so far, this research has investigated aus der Ohe’s early life in music and her
place in the development of the solo recital, it is now time to look at what separated Adele
aus der Ohe from other pianists and reflected her personal goals, musicianship, and artistic
style. As a pianist as well as a composer, Adele aus der Ohe was the curator of sound for her
audiences. The solo recital offered her complete control over what was played and how it
was played, which was not afforded in any other form or format. As a result, the solo recital
programs are some of the undiluted concepts of aus der Ohe we have and, by focusing on the
performer, rather than the composers, we can shed new light on the art of piano performance
in the 19th century.
Performance, in particular, involves an ever-evolving delicate balance between focus
on the performer and focus on the composer of the works being performed. I believe that, in
full consideration of our instrument’s emphasis on the great composers, research into the
motivations and choices of performers can and will offer more complexity, possibility, and
understanding to the field of piano performance. Considering that marginalized groups of
people were not encouraged or allowed to compose until the recent past, emphasis on
performers as well as composers could help increase representation in the field of piano.
Exploration of performers and their histories can also open avenues to show historical
evidence of under-represented groups and help create a more accurate history for them that
can inform the present and future.
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ADELE AUS DER OHE’S METHODS
Most of what currently exists regarding aus der Ohe’s preparation and approaches to
performing music was documented towards the end of her career as a performer or even later.
In 1915, innovative pianist and pioneer of piano pedagogy Harriette Brower interviewed
Adele aus der Ohe in what would be the last year of her active performing career in the
United States. When asked about her practice schedule, aus der Ohe explains that “I may say
four or, at most, five hours are quite sufficient, if used with absolute concentration.”104 While
not outside the realm of possibility, four to five hours for a concert pianist might seem low,
considering famous rumors of Ignacy Paderewski slaving away for up to eleven hours.
Interestingly, aus der Ohe immediately follows her initial thoughts on practice time with a
revealing statement, saying that “there is so much practise which can be done away from the
instrument by reading the notes from the printed page and thinking about them.”105
Considering the amount of travel required to accommodate Adele aus der Ohe’s busy
performing schedule, with performances as far apart as San Francisco to Boston in a span of
a month or so, her comments help explain how she performed so extensively. Travel in the
late 1800s was not as streamlined as it is now, leading to many hours spent without an
instrument and deadlines quickly looming. By making great use of score study, aus der Ohe
was able to maintain repertoire without the necessity of an instrument.
Writing to one of her students about managing repertoire in 1924, aus der Ohe further
explains some of her beliefs surrounding performance. When Alma Mehus asked her teacher
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about playing a concerto with the Berlin Philharmonic, aus der Ohe responded with the
following:
“By all means, do accept the engagement as soloist…never refuse anything of the
sort, for it helps much to your development as artist. For to play in public is also a
thing that will be practiced. So work as hard and as conscientious as you can.”106
In addition to revealing her to be a supportive teacher, this excerpt discloses important clues
about aus der Ohe’s own attitude toward performing, which can be applied to her career in
the United States.
As she urges Mehus to “never refuse anything of the sort,” we can understand that
Adele aus der Ohe realized that, even for the most diligent and accomplished performers,
performance opportunities were not to be missed. Perhaps that is why she held herself to such
a tight schedule of performances, year in and year out. This intense schedule might also
explain why illness halted her Carnegie Hall performances, as any artist working as aus der
Ohe did from 1891-1915 was bound to need a break, whether self-imposed or naturedetermined.
Her words also show her to be aware that performance is a practice that cannot be
replicated away from the stage. Like any other aspect of piano playing, keeping up one’s
ability to perform is just as important as focusing on repertoire and strengthening
weaknesses. We can then conclude that aus der Ohe’s understanding of her art was largely
practical, even as newspapers and audiences of the age tended to laud performers as blessed
with God-given or magical talent.
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To relate back to the programs for Carnegie Hall, it follows that aus der Ohe’s
approach to these performances would be similar to the advice she later gave to Alma
Mehus: prepare ahead of time, practice performing the pieces, and make sure you understand
the music before you walk out onto the stage. While other performers might find a more
spiritual muse that would ensure their accurate execution of the music, aus der Ohe’s words
lead us to believe that practice was the thing she relied on the most.

Figure 4.5 LA Times upcoming events April 1893
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PRIOR PREPARATION PREVENTS POOR PERFORMANCE
In 1893, the Los Angeles Times ran an advertisement for an upcoming concert, just
underneath a notice heralding the first baseball games of the season (Figure 4.1). At the New
Los Angeles Theater, Adele aus der Ohe would give two piano recitals, one on April 5th and
one on April 8th.107 There is a striking similarity to the Carnegie Hall recitals. Both times, aus
der Ohe planned for two recitals of different programs in a relatively small amount of time.
What is interesting, other than the fact these two recitals took place almost two years
before the Carnegie Hall concerts were planned, is the location. These two concerts took
place far away from the hotbed of classical music activity that was the northeast coast of the
U.S. Los Angeles was far from a backwater but its relative distance from the East Coast and
the newness of transcontinental travel meant that it was not as well-cultivated as New York.
As a performer, it struck me that aus der Ohe’s choice to give full solo recitals in Los
Angeles is a shrewd one. She realized that a solo performance on the east coast of the U.S.
would have drawn the notice of reviewers, knowledgeable audiences, her peers and even avid
music lovers in Europe. Aware of the scrutiny on a New York City solo recital, aus der Ohe
was essentially performing what we might now call previews or soft opens in Los Angeles.
Audiences would most likely be thrilled to hear her play and it would allow aus der Ohe to
try new music. These concerts in Los Angeles gave aus der Ohe a chance to expand her
resumé in a conscientious way, essentially practicing performance, before debuting the
recital at a hall like Carnegie Hall. Allowing that I am not privy to aus der Ohe’s exact
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motivations and thoughts, her actions here demonstrate her belief in practice above
everything and taking advantage of opportunities.
During the year of the intended Carnegie Hall concerts, there is more evidence of aus
der Ohe’s preparations. On February 12th, the New York Times’ “The Social World” column
recounts a performance given at the Waldorf the previous day. At a popular mixed concert,
entitled “Mr. Bagby’s Musical Morning,”108 Adele aus der Ohe was recorded to have played
solo works, along with performances of vocal works involving a different pianist.
In this concert, given about two months before the Carnegie Hall events, aus der
Ohe’s repertory choices are significant. She opened the concert with the Bach-Tausig
Toccata and Fugue. She also played pieces by Rubenstein and Mendelssohn, ending her
playing with a Liszt “Tarantella”. All of those composers and, furthermore, the pieces (with
the exception of the Tarantella) were to be on the programs for Carnegie Hall, further
confirming her preparation for the recitals.

THE CULTURE OF RECITALS
Following a concerto performance in February 1899, a review of the event
encapsulated the great appeal of Adele aus der Ohe in her prime:
“Miss aus der Ohe played…admirably indeed…hers was profound, thoughtful,
soulful playing; well-rounded in conception, strong and clear in execution; it was all
on a grand, heroic scale, with an exquisite touch of poetry at the right moments. Miss
aus der Ohe impresses one more and more as a true artist of very high rank; she is
eminently one of the great ones.”109
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Writings, reviews, and contemporary accounts like the one above offer us tangible evidence
of how audiences viewed Adele aus der Ohe, the reception for her performances and,
sometimes, even the repertoire she played. What is less obvious and often unrecorded are
social and cultural constructs that contemporary audiences took for granted. However,
considering the environment surrounding the aus der Ohe’s playing can help us better
understand her choices as a performer in the framework of the solo recital.
The second half of the 19th century was a crossroads for performers as they began to
make the journey towards full-length solo recitals at the piano, but it was also a time of
change for audiences and their consumption of music. At the piano specifically, “amateurs
who continued to make music at home found it difficult to imitate the pyrotechnic
performances of turn-of-the-century virtuosi like Ignacy Jan Paderewski.”110 Therefore, even
as Paderewski, aus der Ohe, Rosenthal, and Sieveking created fervor for piano at Carnegie
Hall, their performances led to audiences abandoning their own pianos.111 This marks a
change in how audiences are consuming music and how artists are viewing performances and
repertoire.
While previous generations performed, arranged, and composed with a view to attract
amateur musicians to study with them or to play their pieces, the Gilded Age saw pianists
separating their repertoire from what amateurs might play with little effect to their careers.
Perhaps this was partially due to “musicians and music lovers like John Sullivan Dwight,”
who endeavored to elevate society through “a campaign to educate Americans to appreciate
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great music, and to approach it with an attitude of humility and respect.”112 Notably, as much
discussion of audience reception exists, less discussion is recorded about the performers’
desires and reactions to audience sound. This lack of information leaves us without a clear
idea about the various causes and effects related to Gilded Age recital cultures.
For most of the 19th century, however, performers were more accustomed to some
audience noise than they were with utter silence and suppressed noise. Even as late as 1940,
Rosenthal wrote that “if there is no applause (between movements) the artist infers
unconsciously that the audience is cold and uninterested…Moreover, he cannot know which
of the movements were best or least liked.”113 For a large part of the 19th century, the reality
that performers were accustomed to was “that the audience would give what amounted to a
running commentary on the performance—if, that is, the performer was lucky enough to
engage their attention at all. Particularly effective passages at any point in a work could be
applauded or rewarded with bravoes, even encored on some occasions.”114
For Adele aus der Ohe, as a performer at the turn of the century, she would have been
active for most of the transition to relative silence. Her solo recitals in the 1890s were likely
hybrids of what was in the past and what was to come. Sonically, there is indication that
positive sound, such as applause, was welcomed by performers as a sign of successful
playing. At the same time, silence was increasingly becoming a sign of reverence and respect
to the music. In 1895, Adele aus der Ohe’s recitals would have been an intriguing mixture of
the two.
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By the dawn of the new century, silence would become more prominent than positive
sound. As Thompson characterizes the silence, she writes that “the concert hall became a
solemn place and listening became serious business. Applause was now restricted to specific
places in the program, and spontaneous outbursts were discouraged.”115 Hamilton likewise
notes that “the gradual formation of a practically sacred standard repertoire had the inevitable
side effects of concentrating programs more on the music of the past than that of the
present.”116
It is interesting that both writers choose to use descriptions that suggest the solemnity
that is common in religious settings. Silence is respectful, as one might be in a place of
worship. Repertoire becomes sacred, as if it were a holy text. Simultaneously, as expanded
upon in Chapter 6 of his book, The Audible Past, Jonathan Sterne connects the idea of
“preservationism… to elements of nineteenth century culture”117 and sound. Taken together,
these elements of silence as reverence, respect for increasingly standard repertoire, and a
desire in the larger culture to preserve aspects of the past inform why and how aus der Ohe’s
repertoire fits into a larger societal picture.

THE MUSIC
Just as it was of interest to explore the place of Adele aus der Ohe’s recitals in a
larger cultural framework, it is equally important to explore their musical significance. In
addition to representing the precepts of the last 19th century, there are some choices which
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reveal something of aus der Ohe’s tastes and playing preferences. Both programs also make
up a significant part of the early recital repertoire at Carnegie Hall. As there were only four
solo pianists who gave recitals between May 1891-1896, analysis of Adele aus der Ohe’s
recitals contributes a significant amount of data to the documented repertoire of early piano
recitals at the hall.
Table 4.2 Adele aus der Ohe’s Solo Recital Programs for Carnegie Music Hall, 1895118
April 16

April 19

Composer

Repertoire

Repertoire

Composer

Bach-Tausig

Toccata and Fugue in
D Minor

Bach

Beethoven

Rondo a Capriccio,
Op. 129, ‘Rage Over a
Lost Penny’
Variations Serieuses,
Op.54

Scarlatti

English SuiteN.3, G Minor
Prelude,
Sarabande,
Gavotte, Gigue119
Pastorale
Capriccio

Mendelssohn

Beethoven

Rondo (The Cuckoo)

Daquin

Schumann

Presto, Op. 7

Mendelssohn

Bach-Saint Saens120

Gavotte- B minor

Chopin

Andante Spianato et
Grande Polonaise
Barcarolle-F Minor

Eduard
Napravnik
Alexander
Iljinsky
Liszt

Rubinstein

118

Sonata-F Minor,
Op.57,
‘Appassionata’
Fantasie-C
Major, Op. 17
At the Spinning
Wheel
Berceuse
Polonaise- E
Major

“Adele Aus Der Ohe Solo Piano Recital Programs,” Rose Digital Archives, accessed
January 26, 2022, https://collections.carnegiehall.org/archive/Adele-Aus-der-Ohe--April-19-1895--program-page-1-2RRM1TJOG7SQ.html.
119
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Adele aus der Ohe

Etude

Liszt

Rhapsodie HongroiseN.12

There were twenty-one total piano recitals scheduled for Carnegie Hall, of which
Paderewski played sixteen. His Romantic era repertoire centered around Chopin, Schumann,
Liszt, and Mendelssohn. For Classical pieces, he mostly chose Beethoven. He also
programmed Schubert, but it is important to note that he often preferred Liszt transcriptions
of Schubert, rather than Schubert from the original score. This tendency toward arrangements
or transcriptions is largely standard for all performers in the late 19th century. Baroque works,
similarly, are most often programmed through the synthesis of a 19th century composer.
Paderewski programmed Liszt transcriptions of Bach’s Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor, S.
463 (R.120)121 and Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in A Minor, S. 462, No. 1122 throughout his
performances at Carnegie Hall.
For contemporary pieces, Paderewski often programmed his own compositions. He
also played Anton Rubenstein frequently, programming his Valse-caprice in E-flat Major at
least three times in his sixteen recitals up to 1896.123 He also programmed Spring-Dawn:
Mazurka-Caprice, Op. 20, by William Mason on his February 25, 1893, recital124 which is
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intriguing as William Mason was an American pianist and composer who had studied with
Liszt during the Weimar years. Beyond that, Paderewski sticks to standard Romantic largescale works and composers. New music is relatively rare apart from his own compositions.
There are no compositions by a woman, which is not unusual for the time.
Moritz Rosenthal, whose two recitals occurred the year after Adele aus der Ohe’s
projected recitals, largely followed Paderewski’s example. In addition to large amounts of
Chopin, he programmed Beethoven, Liszt transcriptions, one of his own compositions and an
original arrangement of a piece by Karl Davidov.125 Rosenthal does program unaltered
Schubert, but he includes nothing from the Baroque era. For modern works, aside from his
own pieces, he programs one piece by the lesser-known Russian composer Antoly Lyadov.126
Martinus Sieveking was somewhat limited as he only performed one concert at
Carnegie Hall, where all the other pianists were contracted for at least two. From the program
we have, Sieveking is the most conservative of the four artists. In addition to Beethoven,
Chopin, Brahms, and Mendelssohn, his only remotely modern work was by Mortiz
Moszkowski.127 Sieveking is the only performer who did not include an original composition
on his recital program.
Adele aus der Ohe’s programs are less conservative than Sieveking’s and, for the
time, somewhat more innovative than Paderewski and Rosenthal in repertoire. She devotes
significant amounts of her programs to newer works, including her own. Consequently, her
recitals were the only ones that included a female composer. They also include less obvious
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repertoire choices, even when she includes standard composers. For instance, even though
Paderewski played sixteen recitals to aus der Ohe’s intended two recitals, she only overlaps
three pieces with his entire repertory from his Carnegie Hall output.128 She is also the only
performer to include Claude-Louis Daquin, a Bach English suite, and pieces by Alexander
Iljinsky and Eduard Napravnik.
To begin chronologically, Adele aus der Ohe’s April 16th program started with the
Bach-Tausig Toccata and Fugue in D minor. This piece stands firmly in the Romantic
tradition of transforming a work by a great composer, namely Bach, into a virtuosic concert
piece typical for 19th century audiences and performers alike. Later on the same program, aus
der Ohe plays another adaptation of Bach, this time by Camille Saint-Saens. While both of
these pieces show an interest in early Baroque compositions for the keyboard, they are made
palatable for audiences through 19th century reworkings.
Some of aus der Ohe’s other choices for Baroque pieces are more idiosyncratic. On
the April 19th recital, aus der Ohe opens with Bach’s English Suite No.3 in G minor,
seemingly untouched from the original form. While she does select four movements out of
the original six, there is no indication that the suite was in any way transmuted by
transcription. Paderewski programs Bach’s Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue in D Minor, BWV
903, multiple times throughout his sixteen recitals but its considerable improvisatory sections
make that selection considerably more palatable to 19th century ears than the English Suite
might have been.
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In addition to Bach, on the April 16th recital, aus der Ohe begins the second section
with a short rondo by French Baroque composer Louis-Claude Daquin. The relative
obscurity of Daquin and the choice to program a Bach English Suite speaks of aus der Ohe’s
interest in the complexities of the Baroque beyond the surface. While we are unable to get a
full understanding of what these performances would have been like, it is clear that aus der
Ohe was purposefully programming and planning to perform less well-known historical
works. This hints at a dedication to the history of keyboard literature, as well as its future. By
programming and playing works like this in recital, aus der Ohe was exposing audiences to
new works they were not familiar with, potentially opening the listening ears of future artists
and audiences.
Regarding Scarlatti, both aus der Ohe and Paderewski opened solo recitals with a
collection titled “Pastorale, Capriccio” by Scarlatti (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). In the late
19th century, playing Domenico Scarlatti was not common. Out of all the recitals, only aus
der Ohe’s April 19,1895 recital and Paderewski’s December 19, 1891 recital included these
two pieces by Scarlatti.
Upon further research, however, it became clear that Carl Tausig, another student of
Liszt, wrote a transcription of two sonatas by Scarlatti which was titled “Pastorale and
Capriccio.”129 Considering that both aus der Ohe and Paderewski played pieces of the same
title, attributed to Scarlatti, it is highly likely that they both played Tausig’s transcription.
Considering the widespread practice in the 19th century of solo pianists playing
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transcriptions, it might not have been unusual to omit Tausig’s name from the program.
There is also the possibility that audiences might have been familiar with the piece or that
performers announced the full context of the work from the stage.
All of these potentialities reveal something about performance practice and the state
of solo recitals at the time. While programs were essential to conveying information to the
audiences, they were not empirical in their representation of pieces. They also reveal that
crediting writers of transcriptions were not as essential as crediting original composers. It
also hints that transcriptions of pieces might not have been considered separate or entirely
removed from their source material. Today, we would clearly delineate the difference
between an original composition and a transcription in a printed program. Yet, these
programs show that priorities of ascription were not the same in the 19th century.

Figure 4.6 April 19, 1895, aus der Ohe program with pieces by Scarlatti130
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Figure 4.7 December 18, 1891, Paderewski program with pieces by Scarlatti
In contrast, the Classical time period was relatively untouched by transcriptions on
both of aus der Ohe’s programs. The Classical period was represented almost universally by
one composer, Ludwig van Beethoven. Markedly, Mozart is rather thin on the ground in the
19th century, perhaps because Liszt’s great interest in Beethoven motivated the next
generation to focus their attention on that composer as well, to the temporary exclusion of
others, such as Haydn or Mozart. It is also impossible to ignore the fact that Mozart and
Haydn in their original form are not virtuosic in the same way that Liszt or Romantic era
transcriptions are. It is possible that performers eager to show off wild technical skills and
deep pathos found Mozart and Haydn difficult to include in their repertoire, unless heard
through a Lisztian filter, like the Don Juan Fantasy which was and still is frequently played
in concert.
On the April 16th program, aus der Ohe included for Beethoven’s “Rage over a Lost
Penny” Rondo, Op. 129 and on the 19th, she programmed the Op. 57 Sonata, “Appassionata.”
Assuming that the sonata was programmed in full, April 19 takes form as the more eccentric
of the two programs, with less approachable pieces, even if by familiar composers. This may
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have been a quirk of fate but, considering this was to be the second of two recitals, perhaps
aus der Ohe was hoping to cultivate interest in the first recital which would help her
introduce less crowd-pleasing works to a second recital audience.
The rondo performed on the 16th, Rage Over a Lost Penny, op.129, is a piece on a
relatively small scale for Beethoven. As Kirby notes, the rondo was “composed 1795,
published 1828,”131 a year after Beethoven’s death. Since she was a student of Liszt, aus der
Ohe’s understanding and education in the music of Beethoven must have been
comprehensive and her choice of this piece intentional. Situated between the Tausig-Bach
transcription and Mendelssohn’s Serious Variations, it creates a light-hearted break for the
audience while keeping the musical momentum. Also, depending on the tempo taken, the
piece offers great possibility for technical fireworks.
Felix Mendelssohn is absent from the April 19th concert but included twice on April
16th. For the major piece in the first section of the April 16th concert, Adele aus der Ohe
chose Mendelssohn’s Serious Variations. Shortly after that, she programmed a short
Mendelssohn Presto, from Op.7. This piece is a part of Mendelssohn’s Sieben
Charakterstücke, Op.7, demonstrating the 19th century custom of playing movements from
works without performing the complete set, which is not common today. In this case, aus der
Ohe pairs it with the aforementioned Daquin Rondo, creating a lively sequence of dance-like
music from two different time periods. This is an interesting break with chronological
repertoire programming, which was the prescribed format of the time and is still common
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today. This is the only notable break with chronological ordering that aus der Ohe makes but
it shows that her thought in planning these recitals went beyond copying those around her.
Almost halfway through each program, Adele aus der Ohe programs a large-scale
Romantic piece. On the 16th, she chose Chopin’s Andante Spianato et Grande Polonaise
Brillante, Op. 22 and on the 19th, she chose Schumann’s Fantasie, Op. 17. In addition to
being well-known pieces to the audience, these pieces were technically and musically
imposing in concept and scale. All virtuosos in the 19th century would have been expected to
program at least one work of this style and time period. For contemporaries of aus der Ohe,
these pieces were representative of the last great European wave of composers, their musical
forebearers separated by one generation. Both pieces were written in the 1830s and, by the
1890s, both pieces had existed long enough to be proven performance pieces and their
composers were proven to be great artistic intellects.
The last section of both recitals was centered around modern music and Liszt. Adele
aus der Ohe always concluded her solo recitals with Liszt. On one hand, this is an obvious
ending piece as it would inevitably be crowd-pleasing, probably well-known, and virtuosic
and dramatic. On the other, as his student, aus der Ohe might have been paying tribute in her
own way. Ending recitals with Liszt was clearly intentional on aus der Ohe’s part, due to its
consistency throughout her career.
During these final sections, Adele aus der Ohe intended to focus on newly composed
works, either by her contemporaries or those of the generation directly before her. On the
16th, aus der Ohe programmed a work by Anton Rubenstein (1829-1894) and, on the 19th,
Eduard Napravnik (1839-1916) and Alexander Iljinsky (1859-1920). It is also notable that
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many composers of the time dedicated works to Adele aus der Ohe, contributing to her
interest and devotion to new music.132
Anton Rubenstein was a considerable performer and relatively well-known composer,
whose works were included by Paderewski on his Carnegie Hall recitals. Napravnik and
Iljinsky, however, were less well-known and are almost unheard-of today. Alexander Iljinsky
(Il’yinsky) was a Russian composer who lived from 1873-1948, making him the youngest
composer included on aus der Ohe’s program. At the time of the performance, he would have
been twenty-two years old. This is considerable evidence of aus der Ohe’s investment in the
next generation and new music of her time. The piece is only titled Berceuse in the program,
but it is likely to be Iljinsky’s Op.13, No.7.
Eduard Napravnik (1839-1916) was a Russian conductor and composer of Czech
birth.133 Primarily an opera composer, Napravnik’s piano output is almost non-existent. His
piece on aus der Ohe’s April 19th recital is identified as “At the Spinning Wheel.” There is no
clear available information to further discern which piece this is or if it might be yet another
transcription of source material from one of Napravnik’s operas. The only other composer
included in the 1895 programs that is yet to be discussed is the performer herself, Adele aus
der Ohe.

PERFORMER AS COMPOSER
In the 1890s, performers had not entirely forsaken composition in favor of
performance. Indeed, there are still pianists who are notable performer and composers today.
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However, by 1895, it was no longer a foregone conclusion that performers were also
composers and improvisors. The bulk of their repertoire performed was from the keyboard
canon and the number of standard works would only increase as time progressed.
One of the most significant points of importance in aus der Ohe’s Carnegie Hall
programs is that she does include one of her own compositions in her April 16th recital. In
addition to being the first notice in the solo piano recitals at Carnegie Hall, it displays the
seriousness with which aus der Ohe considered her compositions. Taking inspiration from
her teacher and those before him, it also hints that aus der Ohe believed her abilities could be
highlighted to great effect if she was writing the music. (This demonstrates an interesting
perspective as to why the “Golden Age” of virtuosity was largely centered around performers
writing for themselves which requires further investigation beyond the scope of this
research.)
As noted by LaWayne Leno, “Composing was a very important aspect of aus der
Ohe’s life and she composed always.”134 What has been recorded and exists of her
compositional output includes small-scale chamber works and piano solos. This is hardly
surprising as aus der Ohe was an extraordinarily busy performer and was potentially
composing with a view that she would be the performer of her works. As a result, they would
need to include piano and fit in the form of mixed chamber recitals and solo piano recitals.
The composition aus der Ohe programmed on April 16th follows the guidelines of a
concert work in that its duration fit into a solo recital and showed a level of virtuosity and
musicality that would distinguish the performer. The program itself designates an “Etude” by
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Adele aus der Ohe, with no further specifications.135 Of the limited scores available, there are
two potential options: Etude de Concert, Op.3 or Etude de Concert Op.13 No.2, “By the
Fountain.”
The Op.3 Etude would most likely be the piece Adele aus der Ohe intended for
performance, as it was published in 1895,136 the same year as the recitals were scheduled.
Op.13 was not published until 1906, which makes it less likely to have been the piece
programmed; however, it would not be impossible. If she followed the example of many
composers before her, it would not have been unusual for aus der Ohe to perform a work for
a time before submitting it for publishing. While ten years is a long time, as a performer,
there was a certain value in having control of the score of a piece while you are giving
recitals. It means that the performer is the only person able to play a piece, creating demand
and a certain exclusivity to the performance of the piece.
Besides the elusiveness of the exact piece, there is little record of aus der Ohe’s career
as performer or composer in either Kirby or Gordon’s keyboard-based histories. Gordon does
reference aus der Ohe in a list of names of Liszt’s students but there is not mention of her
career or compositional output.137 Kirby makes no notice of aus der Ohe at all, while he does
mention her contemporaries, such as Ignacy Jan Paderewski138 and Teresa Carreño, although
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one of her main qualifications appears to be her marriage to the famous German pianist,
Eugen d’Albert.139
Due to the massive amount of keyboard repertoire and history, it is impossible to
include everyone in an overview of piano history. However, as the field continues to develop
and expand it should become equally important to rectify and explore those important
pianists who have been previously overlooked. With regards to this study in particular, lack
of attention and recognition of Adele aus der Ohe has made it difficult to impossible to
accurately characterize her role as a performer and composer although it is obvious she was
widely and highly regarded by her peers, audiences, and reviewers throughout her career and
in the time after her performing career ended.140
Investigation of all of the early Carnegie Hall solo piano recitals is an important vein
of research for the field of piano performance. Understanding the earliest years of a recital
format we still largely follow today can help us create a better view of traditions and how we
can build on them constructively. It also informs on the repertoire that was developed and
performed during the foundational years of the solo recital.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MUSIC IN PERSPECTIVE
There is copious material available for study within the world of piano history and
even in the wider world of music history that relates to the scope of this research. However,
looking beyond the restraints of music we must remember that none of the events discussed
occurred in a vacuum. Music relates to culture and art, as well as to society and events of the
world. There is no way to be all-inclusive in considering Adele aus der Ohe and the solo
recital in larger context. At the same time, study of aus der Ohe can reveal new viewpoints
about the cultural ideals of listening in the Gilded Age, the way women were marginalized in
discourse of the time pertaining to their abilities as musicians and the way they were heard as
composers.
To examine the culture existing in the 1890s, an awareness of the philosophical shifts
in the Romantic era is important. As already explored, audiences were not accustomed to
recitals, with only one performer for at least an hour-long performance, as has been
mentioned. However, philosophical thought was leading society and Western European
culture to an interest in the individual, the artist. When Liszt and others began to take the
stage on their own, they eschewed past musical formats, but they embraced contemporary
ideas. Audiences were persuaded to adapt to a new form because that form
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echoed attitudes that were at the forefront of society, namely the individual, the inner self,
and the rise of the middle class.
To further unite the ideas of the future with the standards of the past, music required
an artist to synthesize the two time periods. Liszt acted as the most visible and extravagant
pianist to mix past with present. His mode of education, from Czerny and Salieri, harkened
back to the huge spectre that was Ludwig van Beethoven, the most notable pianist in the
Western tradition up to that date. His ability to improvise and compose was also from the
Classical tradition. His gender was also typical of the past, as women were not encouraged to
perform in public until late in the 19th century, and, even then, they faced uncountable
hardships.
In addition to his connection to the Classical age, Liszt epitomized much of the
Romantic age. He was unafraid to break with tradition and was renowned for his person, as
much as his music. His absolute virtuosity also allowed for him to enact a new type of
agency over his compositions, audiences, and performances. This was glorified throughout
his career; Liszt’s characterization as “metaphor of extreme individualism constructed on a
foundation of the hero”141 further endeared him and his ideas to audiences.
Liszt’s superhuman ability to play the piano to a scale and at a level of endurance
beyond what audiences had witnessed before also played into the “work ethic on which the
Industrial Age depended for its success.”142 The ideals of the working class were then
reflected in the music and the musicians seen on stage and the formats those musicians chose
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to adopt. By stark contrast, in previous generations, working classes were largely unable to
even hear most piano performances, as they were not in public venues. This is yet another
way that the transition to public solo recitals embraced the age and its musicians were
embraced as a result.

MUSIC IN 19th CENTURY NEW YORK CITY
The United States, perhaps more than other nations, was particularly taken with the
idea of the rugged individual, the rise of industry, and had a considerable rising middle class.
As a newer addition to the Western arts tradition, New York City’s interest in music
coincided with its expansion at the end of the 19th century. Large numbers of its music
venues were established alongside the boom of the Industrial Age. In New York, Steinway
Hall was opened in 1867, Chickering Hall in 1875, and Carnegie Hall in 1891. In the case of
Carnegie Hall, it is an overt example of the Gilded Age powering the advancement and
propulsion of music as it was built by steel tycoon Andrew Carnegie, in a quickly expanding
New York City.
Audiences in the United States were beginning to receive visits from European
virtuosos such as Hans von Bülow in the latter half of the 19th century and were eager for
more. As the U.S. did not have the weighty musical history of a place like Vienna or Paris, its
audiences were perhaps more open to new formats of performance and more than welcoming
of a virtuoso enacting the hero victorious because of intrinsic ability. They also had a respect
for the history of the piano and sought to align themselves with it, as a way to display their
own connection to a cultured past.
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Piano performance enacted a far-reaching tension in society between the rise of
industry, machinery, and rationality with the human individual and a desire for abandon and
passion through the arts. As Leppert states, “not only does the history of piano design,
manufacture, and distribution in the nineteenth century serve as a perfect metaphor of
capitalist economic principles,” but “the rationalized mechanization of the new Industrial
age, of which the piano itself was a perfect example, is connected to its extreme opposite, the
freewheeling, seemingly unpredictable, improviser-composer virtuoso.”143A virtuosic pianist
would attempt to conquer the piano, or machinery, but the two things could only thrive when
they existed together on stage, represented by performer and instrument.

LISTENING WITH NEW EARS
Accompanying the innovations of industry, culture, and society in the 19th century
was an evolution in the world of sound, listening, and sound technology. Catapulted by the
Civil War, the telegraph led to new modes of communication, a re-defining of public and
private sound, a need for quiet listening and a commodification of sound. In the second half
of the 19th century, the phonograph emerged and was eventually perfected for reproduction
of music or recorded voices and messages. The telephone, too, would introduce generations
to instant communication in the form of sound machinery.
These inventions created networks of machinery and of people. In order to use a
telephone, you had to know someone else that had one and knew how to operate it. You also
had to make yourself understood when dealing with the intermediary of a machine, which led
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to a new understanding of what was good and bad sound, noise and sound fidelity. With
reference to telephone drawings from Alexander Graham Bell’s notebooks, 1876, Jonathan
Sterne highlights one of the effects of new sound machinery: “People performed for the
machines; machines did not simply ‘capture’ sounds that already existed in the world.”144
This idea of performing for a machine and creating sounds from the machine that did
not already exist is a close parallel to the act of playing the piano in recital. As Leppert wrote,
the idea of a Romantic soloist mastering the machinery of the grand piano played into many
ideals held dear by the Gilded Age. Since the general public dealt with machinery in their
daily lives, determining what was good sound or bad sound, they could also do so at a recital.
Through understanding of repertoire and art, audience and performer and even composer had
a shared network that all were beginning to understand how to navigate. This tenuous
reciprocal relationship was understood and valued by a society beginning to listen in new
ways in public and private spheres.
Some of the union between music, performance, and societal ideals can be found in a
review of aus der Ohe’s performance in Boston, 1892:
“Now, Miss aus der Ohe is a most interesting temperamental study. She glides across
the stage, cool, virginal, the Diana of the pianoforte: but the moment she touches the
keys she undergoes a transformation; and while she does not lose her self control and
while she watches the flight of her musical arrows, little by little she becomes
intensely human. Seldom is such virility seen in a woman’s playing: and yesterday,
her feminine instinct of refinement kept her from abusing her strength. So that while
the performance was bold and broad, strong and manly, it was also impassioned; and
when occasion required, she showed daintiness, elegance, and sentiment that was
never mawkish.”145
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From the typically elaborate wording, a number of things can be inferred. Aus der Ohe is on
a stage, a place where most women were not allowed to enter, yet the writer would have you
believe she was almost there by accident, ‘virginal’ and almost innocent of the effort required
to play the music she is about to perform. The sound, specifically the music of Tchaikovsky,
is what causes a ‘transformation,’ according to the writer. Her sound as a performer is to be
valued and demonstrates how she manages to control the machinery of the piano. Her
playing can be ‘impassioned…strong and manly’ but she never is heard to ‘lose her selfcontrol.’
What is implied is that Adele aus der Ohe holds the attributes most desired of women
in the Gilded Age. Music is the thing which transforms her from silent Diana to commanding
performer. There is care to make clear that she never loses her femininity while she plays,
even as she enacts masculine ideals to make the music she performs ideal and worth silent
listening. While she conquers the machine that is the piano, there is no reference to her
exerting any type of work in the form of practice or even effort, as work was not seemly for
refined women of the upper classes at this time.
This tension between expansion and limitation to possibilities for women in music,
some of which can be understood from the article, reveals realities about the challenges of
existing as a woman. While women were not universally encouraged to perform publicly,
music was a historically feminine pastime and continued to be in the 19th century. This leads
to the question of how women interacted with music if they were not to perform publicly, as
aus der Ohe did. The answer is, as you might expect, not simple.
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WOMEN AS MUSIC-MAKERS
By and large, women Gilded Age society had the goal of learning to play the piano as
a demonstration of refinement and accomplishment. Simultaneously, the more genteel the
woman, the more forbidden public performance became, as a woman’s goal was largely to
marry well and entertain through music in the home socially. As James Parakilas writes in
“Girls, Boys, and Pianos” when he analyzes Czerny’s Letters to a Young Lady, “Czerny’s
language sets out the terms of a social problem…girls were trespassing into a male realm
when they got too good at it (piano).”146 To this end, music was encouraged in private,
condemned in public. The piano was often the first instrument of choice. An example of a
young woman’s private piano education and its goals can be found in a letter between a
concerned mother and her daughter’s piano teacher.
In November 1886, Etude magazine published “An Open Letter and The Reply.” In
the letter, a mother initially addresses her daughter’s piano teacher about his intentions for
her daughter’s study. In the letter, she writes that “I beg to remind you of a fact…that I do
not care to make of my daughter a professional player.”147 Instead, the mother continues, her
goal is “to have her accomplished for the high society in which it is my desire and intention
she shall move.”148 This demonstrates a common understanding, at least at the higher levels
of society, that music was intended to help women show accomplishment but not to offer
them an avenue of employment outside the domestic circle.
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The anthology Women In Music, edited by Carol Neuls-Bates, notes that there may be
some chance that the letters are not real and that Etude “fictionalized accounts that decried
dilettantism in favor of rigorous study”149 in an attempt to help teachers combat common
teaching challenges. Even taking this into consideration, the letter still reflects societal
beliefs. The mother and her intentions for her daughter’s study echo a generally held belief
that women’s goals should be homebound. It also reveals that teachers were not opposed to
this belief. In the response, the teacher confirms that he did remember the mother’s goals and
that his objective as teacher was ‘a course of training in music as will make her a thorough
musician, competent to interpret to her satisfaction and the delight of her friends.”150 While
the teacher is eager to create a more complete plan of study than the mother suggests, he
makes no mention of the student considering music professionally, even if she is talented.
While many families continued to only emphasize private piano playing for their
daughters, there was a move towards female employment in the realm of piano teaching.
Census information shows “the percentage of women employed in music between…1870
and 1900… rose dramatically from 36 percent to 56.4 percent.”151 This upsurge may have
roots as far back as the years surrounding the Civil War in the United States, but it clearly
blossomed at the end of the 19th century, marking the beginnings of change for the role of
music in women’s lives.
As explored by Martha Dennis Burns, “the piano offered antebellum women the ideal
means for bringing in money without surrendering their social standing... A women’s
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decision to teach music for pay mostly passed as a harmless adjustment in prescribed social
mores.”152 The ability to retain social approval is essential for women and can also be
inferred from the mother’s letter to a piano teacher in Etude. The root of her request for her
daughter not to be taught with a view for performance is that a public performing role might
be associated with a less refined, unsuitable woman. As a result, her daughter might would be
judged negatively by her peers, limiting her potential in society. Piano teaching, however,
offered the ability to earn an income while retaining some social standing. With employment
and the ability to create a career for themselves in the world, piano was starting to give
women new agency in their own lives and in society.
Using piano teaching as an entry, some women began to branch out and “combined
teaching with other musical employment appropriate to their sex.”153 Places of worship were
socially acceptable places for women to perform at services and other events. Often, piano
teachers worked in cooperation with churches by playing at weekly services in return for
using their piano to teach or to host student recitals, a relationship that still exists today. Yet,
as Dennis-Burns accurately highlights, “most women looked on music teaching as a
temporary measure, not as a lifelong means of support”154 and “all female piano teachers
negotiated the dominant principles governing female middle-class social conduct.”155
The evolution of the female piano teacher to the point where “both the Etude [sic] and
the Musician instituted feature columns on women’s work in music, the latter designed to
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celebrate ‘the increasing activity of women in all phases of her musical life, her aggressive
and authoritative entrance in spheres heretofore monopolized by men’”156 is remarkable. It
echoes the advancements in women’s public role in society and her innate capability to
educate and perform in the field of music. There are also intriguing effects regarding how
subsequent generations of piano students were influenced as a result of having female piano
teachers. The world of performance was not as quick to welcome female pianists on the same
scale as they were welcomed as teachers. However, as society was quickly changing in the
last years of the 1800s, women were beginning to take new control on how they were viewed
and how they defined themselves.

THE NEW WOMAN
The “New Woman,” first mentioned “in 1894, during a debate between Sarah Grand
and Ouida in the North American Review,”157 encapsulates the changes that would happen in
the second half of the 19th century. This New Woman was employed, in control of her future
on a scale not seen before then, and increasingly demanding the right to vote. Described by
Lillian W. Betts in 1895 (coincidentally the same year that Adele aus der Ohe created her
programs for Carnegie Hall), the New Woman “is described as smoking, drinking, and
demanding what she calls liberty…the right to live without restraint.”158
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That description of the New Woman is a world away from the daughter dutifully
learning the piano in order to develop her talent for private society’s benefit. The evolution in
its entirety is too immense to completely encapsulate here but, considering piano, “the most
demonstrable change in women’s lives, especially white women’s lives, that the New
Woman represents,” namely “greater involvement in the paid workforce”159 is obvious.
Considering that the New Woman was first labelled the same year Adele aus der Ohe
was booked for Carnegie Hall, her career is moving parallel to women’s increased freedom
and agency in the world. She was not, perhaps, freely drinking and smoking in public like the
New Woman was, but her career would have acted as an example to new generations as to
what was possible for female performers and what they could achieve.
We have no direct writing from aus der Ohe pertaining to how she felt acting as a
woman in the midst of all of this societal evolution. What we do know is that she was one of
Liszt’s few female students and, as photos demonstrated,160 she was surrounded by older men
when she attended his class lessons. While her immense ability at the piano appears to have
allowed her to perform almost anywhere she wanted, aspects of her performance career were
defined by her gender. Also, as her profession was largely populated by male performers,
organizers, and composers, she was often the only woman in the room. This reality, in
addition to society’s precepts, led to aspects of her career being defined by men and some of
her accomplishments being minimized.
In November 1898, the New York Times reviewed a recital program performed by
Adele aus der Ohe. The article describes a new composition that she played and remarked on
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the success of the composer’s ability to merge antique style (suite form) with modern tonal
qualities and patterns. “The composition,” the writer states, “as a whole is an uncommonly
scholarly piece of work, and in thought, feeling, and form more austere in tone than one
would expect from a woman.”161 The underpinning sense is that scholastic goals and ‘austere
thought, feeling, and form’ are not expected of women and the fact that Adele aus der Ohe is
a woman is a main point of comment. This is characteristic of writing and musical reviews of
women of the time but that does not negate the injustice. Aus der Ohe wrote music and
performed so she could be judged as a musician first and that right was often taken from her
and others performing in her time period.
Philip Hale, Boston music critic of aus der Ohe’s day, writes of her that “in supreme
moments yesterday she swept everything before her, and there was no thought of comparison
with other pianists, in certain ways she is inimitable.”162 However, with some inconsistency,
Hale continues to write “as she is today, she is unique…I know of no woman who is today
her rival, unless it be Theresa Carreño.”163 On one hand, there is clear evidence that aus der
Ohe was a great pianist and made a good impression on her audiences and Philip Hale at the
particular recital he heard. However, in spite of the great exuberance she inspired, he sums up
aus der Ohe’s review by comparing her to another prominent female pianist. That
comparison is not fair to Carreño or aus der Ohe and tends to qualify the good aspects of the
review.
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COMPOSITIONAL CHALLENGES
Women in composition proved an interesting topic of not inconsiderable
conversation, both during the 19th century and beyond. While performance was a difficult
field for women to break into, composition was even more carefully guarded and limited for
women. Across history, when women might occasionally be allowed on the stage
performing, they were almost never empowered to compose and have those works performed
under their own names.
One of the most influential pianists in the 19th century, Clara Wieck-Schumann was,
among her many accomplishments, a composer, as well as virtuosic performer. Despite the
quality of her compositions, there is little evidence that she performed her own works.
According to Kenneth Hamilton, “it would have been regarded as bizarre for a woman to
present herself as a significant composer…indeed, owing to the general skepticism about
women’s faculty, female pianists such as Wieck and Marie Pleyel were among the first to
confine their repertoire mostly to other people’s music.”164 This gives a compelling
explanation as to why she chose not to perform her own compositions. It also provides
context to the realities of the 19th century.
Hamilton calls the idea of a woman performing her own compositions “bizarre,” a
word provocative enough to give some understanding of just how unacceptable the idea was
to Romantic audiences. Considering that Clara Wieck-Schumann was successful and
ambitious enough to become world-known in her time, it follows that she was cany enough
to have avoided anything that would limit her ability to perform successfully. In this case, it
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meant effectively hiding her own compositions as society was not prepared to welcome a
female pianist who also composed. During Clara Wieck’s lifetime, it appears that society was
so “skeptical about women’s creative faculty” that they were willing to hear women perform
but would not consider those very talented pianists’ musical compositions. Women,
therefore, were forced to walk a tightrope in order to maintain success and relevance and
societal acceptance.
By Adele aus der Ohe’s generation, things had not substantially changed but she does
program a solo work on her recital for Carnegie Hall. This is evidence that aus der Ohe
valued her personal compositional voice enough to place it among the cadre of composers
that audiences were expecting. It is also evidence that societal attitudes had begun to change.
While female pianists were not universally programming their own compositions, it was no
longer an absurdity that might detrimentally affect their careers.
Adele aus der Ohe wrote music throughout her life and often referred to it in her
letters.165 If she had been a male musician, there would be no question as to whether her
compositions should be included in performance. The questions would most likely center
around why she did not perform her work more extensively and more frequently. Her
teacher, Liszt, was example enough of a virtuosic pianist who drove the field by performing
his own works. A musician so seriously committed to their art, and who performed at such a
high level, would have had ideas that were and are important to the field. Adele aus der Ohe
fits those parameters and her compositions should be valued likewise.
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Two of the main limitations to this research, lack of information in aus der Ohe’s
archives and inaccessibility to many of her compositions, are felt keenly when considering
her composition and her challenges as a woman. We do not know whether she deliberated
over adding an original work to her Carnegie Hall programs. We also do not know if those
who knew about the programs found that to be out of the ordinary or in some way distasteful
due to prejudices of the time. However, there are writings discussing the issue of women as
composers that are contemporaneous to aus der Ohe’s 1895 recital programs. The writings of
the time help add context. Through this context, we can better comprehend the conversations
and schools of thought that existed in the fields of music performance and society.

THE QUESTION OF COMPOSERS WHO ARE WOMEN
While not comprehensive, there are two articles that can bear close reading. One is a
selection from George Upton’s 1880 book Women in Music. The other, written by Rupert
Hughes, was published in Century Illustrated Magazine in 1898, at the height of aus der
Ohe’s career and shortly after the intended Carnegie Hall recitals in 1895. Both concern the
same issues surrounding whether women can be composers of consequence. They also reflect
the marginalization that women faced in the world of music at the end of the 19th century.
The section of Upton’s book that will be discussed here is included in the anthology
Women in Music, edited by Carol Neuls-Bates. In a preface to Upton’s writing, Neuls-Bates
describes a growing discourse involving women entering the field of music professionally in
the 1800s. “Alarmed by women’s growing presence,” she writes, “critics decried what they
saw as a feminization of music, with its inevitable deterioration and they developed theories
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that maintained the innate inferiority of women as composers.”166 As strong as this summary
sounds, Upton’s writing does not disappoint.
Music, according to Upton, is inherently concerned with emotion. Women are
emotional “but she does not see these results (of emotion) as man looks at them…He sees
them in their full play and can reproduce them.”167 To put a finer point on it, “to confine her
emotions within musical limits would be as difficult as to give expression to her religious
faith in notes.”168 Clearly, in Upton’s mind at least, emotions are the domain of irrational
women but the same women who are meant to be made for emotion are unable to synthesize
it productively.
After similarly listing all the ways in which women were lacking in the tenacity,
mental facility, and natural ability to interact notably with music, Upton sums up his thoughts
on the potential for women in music. He states his feelings with characteristic brevity. “Even
assuming that woman had the disposition and the leisure to devote to musical composition,
would she then succeed? The bluntest answer to this is, that she has not succeeded when she
has had the opportunity.”169
Basically, after describing women as lacking in the correct mental capacity, ignoring
the reality that they were confined by social structures that were created and policed by a
society largely controlled and defined by men, Upton concludes that women will not become
true composers of distinction. He bases this argument on the belief that women have had
equal opportunity to men and have not capitalized on it but, considering that women still
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fight to have equality in the work force, it is impossible to believe that Upton’s argument has
any merit.
Upton does allow that women have influenced music in a secondary role and he
seems to hope they continue to do so into the future. The article is concluded by Upton’s
conviction that “there is little hope she will be the creator” of music but women might best be
used in the field of music as the “impulse, support, and consolation”170 of male composers.
From this conclusion, it is obvious that Upton’s attitude towards women defines them by
how they can be of use to men. They are objects rather than equals, either as musicians or,
frankly, as people.
This article offers a clear example of the attitude prevalent in aus der Ohe’s time. It
offers a stark example of conversation that existed when she was performing and writing.
With the benefit of time, it is easy to disbelieve that discrimination against women existed to
the extent witnessed in Upton’s writing but it must have been real to aus der Ohe and any
other women who wished to succeed through music. She and her compatriots were
innovating a role for women that had not existed before and that was almost laughable in
previous generations. To perform a solo recital and include an original composition at
Carnegie Hall was a true landmark for piano history and shows a notable moment of progress
for women in music in the 1890s, years before they could vote.
Rupert Hughes wrote his article nearly twenty years after George Upton and there is a
definite change of mood. It is also, perhaps, intended for a different audience. As it was
written and published in a circulating magazine, the tone is different. It reflects the changes
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that have occurred since the 1880s and also seeks to include the reader in its line of
questioning. As a result, it is less imperious in tone than Upton’s book. At the same time, it
continues to document the sluggishness with which the idea of a female composer is taking
root in society.
Hughes concedes that “it is only in the present century (19th) with its wonderful
impulse to public activity, that has given them (women) the positive encouragement
necessary”171 to gain notoriety in the field of Western classical music. Allowing for the
continued belief that “woman is more emotional than man,” which Upton so relied upon in
his writing, Hughes takes a different tack when explaining the lack of creative output by
women. Music, Hughes writes, requires:
Special aptitude for invention, which has been rare among women, a sort of
histrionic ability to study one’s own feelings…the architect’s aptitude for high
elaboration of details within close confines of consistency…the skill of a chess-player
or strategist…finally a long hard training in the manipulation of the materials at
hand.172
To explain the lack of success for women, Hughes writes that women have “had little
encouragement” to reach any true potential they might have, which is not incorrect. This
shows a significant shift from the ideology of the 1880s.
Hughes’ most notable endorsement for women exists in the sentence which follows:
“Music belongs to woman at least as much as to man.”173 The article continues with a list of
notable female composers and summaries of their works. Along with Cecile Chaminade and
Amy Beach is Adele aus der Ohe. In addition to description of her music as “pure music that
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is at the same time full of life,” Hughes leaves a hint of works that were at that point
unpublished but that he “had the honor of hearing her play from the manuscript several
others (pieces).”174 Along with a clear validation for aus der Ohe’s compositions, there is an
image of performance practice that is worth notice. While it is generally assumed that
performers always played from memory and it is documented that aus der Ohe generally
memorized her music, Hughes’ records something different. It is not made clear whether she
performed from her manuscripts in public or in a private setting, it confirms what has already
been explored about her tendency to perform a piece extensively before sending it to be
published. It also confirms what has been supposed about her archives: there are many lost
pieces that were not published during her lifetime.
Adele aus der Ohe’s catalogue provides a useful record for the state of women as
composers in the 1880s and onward. From Hughes’ article, we see that the world was more
open to compositions by women by the time she was at the height of her career, in contrast to
the start of her career in the 1880s in the United States. Her legacy, however, also shows the
shortcomings of her time and its attitude towards women. She had to be careful in how and
when she included pieces she composed and her works were limited to solo pieces and small
chamber works, as they were more common forms for female musicians. Her great talent and
tenacity allowed her compositions to exist and be performed in recitals, but she was still
limited by what women were expected to write and how they were forced to function in a
world largely defined by men.
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As relatively few women performed professionally, each one’s legacy becomes
essential for a complete view of the reality of piano performance. The efforts of the few were
to become the motivation for the next generation of women, leading to my current
generation. Their presence also demonstrated to all that women were capable of commanding
audiences and conquering even the most complex repertoire while navigating society’s often
oppressive conditions for women.
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CHAPTER SIX
RECAPITULATION AND REPRESENTATION
As a pianist, having given multiple solo recitals and majored in piano performance
over three degrees, I knew nothing about the origins of the solo piano recital. If pressed, I
might have been able to say that I was pretty sure that Liszt was the first person to give a solo
recital sometime in the middle of the 19th century. Considering the sheer amount of history
surrounding the piano, perhaps this oversight is not surprising. It is impossible for everyone
to know every aspect of the performance of classical piano repertoire, the composers who
write for the piano and pianists throughout history and into the present.
However, this research has led me to a deeper understanding of my field, the pianists
who started the recital format, and how the genesis of the solo piano interacted with the
world beyond music. As I came to appreciate from this research, solo recitals were an
innovative development that worked symbiotically with the growing canon of piano
repertoire. Despite the famous initial proponents of the recital, such as Clara Schuman and
Franz Liszt, the recital format didn’t meet with immediate success.
Another point of discovery revealed by this research was the role of the United States
in the development of the solo recital. Naively, as much of classical music history originates
in Europe, I expected the solo recital to have similar foundations. However, this research
makes clear that the United States was a foundational location for the development of the
solo recital. As Gilded Age expansion coincided with piano recitals, Carnegie Hall allowed
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pianists to perform solo repertoire on a scale and with a visibility not possible before its
creation.
Yet for all this innovation, there is a wonderful sense of continuity with the past
obvious in solo recital programs. The pianists who adopted the new format, likewise, often
came to their work with a sense of respect and reverence for those who came before them.
Because of that esteem, performers like Adele aus der Ohe balanced new music with older
pieces in a way that did not forsake either the past or the present. As James H. Johnson writes
in his book, Listening in Paris, “an expanding horizon of musical meaning, like expanding
rings on the water’s surface, still contains what earlier boundaries enclosed.”175
Adele aus der Ohe epitomized these ideas in her recital programs for Carnegie Hall in
1895. Balancing an understanding of the past with interest in the future of piano music, she
created two programs that show evidence of thought, ability, and deep love for music. Her
career was lengthy and proves her worthy of remembrance as a foundational actor in the
development of the solo piano recital. While the other pianists booked for Carnegie Hall
cannot be left aside either, aus der Ohe’s programs offer some of the most diverse,
considered, and ambitious repertoire of the time.
Considering the number of people who have contributed to the piano and its history,
it is inevitable that some would have been overlooked. As time passes, there will be many
that history forgets, despite our best intentions. With that in mind, I feel it necessary to record
Adele aus der Ohe’s name and career for others to appreciate and learn from in their own
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lives. Her presence as a virtuosic pianist with international renown is not valued as it should
be and further research should be done to recognize her full contributions.
At a time where society was not universally receptive to her presence on a public
stage, Adele aus der Ohe made her playing and performing inescapable to a world that was
conditioned to overlook women in positions of power. The more investigation I devoted to
aus der Ohe, the more I was taken with the full extent of what she accomplished. Along the
way, I became more and more aware of the sheer number of musicians that contributed to
piano performance. Especially as I researched through the Carnegie Hall Rose Archives, the
number of women who performed in a significant way was impressive. In addition to further
research on aus der Ohe, there are many more women who deserve to be documented in a
meaningful way. Their names include Fanny Bloomfield Ziesler, Jessie Shay, Florence
Traub, Frieda Simonson, and Florence Terrell, among others.
While Adele aus der Ohe was fortunate enough to have found a biographer in
LaWayne Leno, there are still aspects of her life that are still to be clarified and some that
may never be totally clear. At the time I started this research, I was eager to examine Adele
aus der Ohe’s performances at Carnegie Hall. Discovering that there were notices of
cancellations in newspapers of the times forced me to rethink how I would approach a topic
that was still important to me.
The fact that crucial information like this was not more widely known is one of the
reasons I knew this research to be important. If and when more research can be done on aus
der Ohe, we can only receive a fuller picture of the life and times of an important pianist.
One of the most neglected and essential lines of investigation that can be done regards Adele
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aus der Ohe’s composition, which are largely unanalyzed, out of print or unavailable, and not
widely played despite their noteworthy potential.
It is my hope that this research can go some ways to establishing a more complete
view of piano performance, its realities and possibilities. I hope, by understanding more
about what happened historically, artists in the future can feel empowered to further develop
the piano recital while honoring its roots. Often, there is a sense that any change or break
with tradition is unfaithful to what makes classical music performance distinctive. However,
from this research, I cannot but be encouraged that possibilities for the future are much more
ambitious and unique than might have been believed.
To consider music in relation to the larger world, this research highlighted how much
music is an active part of society throughout history and in the modern day. The solo recital
did not come to existence in a bubble. If Liszt’s idea hadn’t been adopted by other musicians,
it would have been an oddity in the career of a musical luminary. If audiences were not in
some way ready for extended recitals by one pianist, the format would not have been
welcomed by either the public or music venues. Ideals of the age were reflected on the stage
as music is a performative art that thrives when it represents those who hear and make it.
In a time when outreach is emphasized as a way to connect audience to repertoire and
artist to community, the connections of the early solo recital to Gilded Age audiences are
important to consider. Society will always inform the musical arts and the symbiosis of the
relationship can offer potential opportunities for pianists to connect to their audiences.
Pianists like Adele aus der Ohe were experts at relating to audiences through solo piano
repertoire in a successful way and there are things to be learned from their careers.
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While much has changed in the intervening years between 1895 and 2022, much has
not in the world of piano performance. It is not for me to say whether that is a positive or a
negative thing, but it is a fact that repertoire programmed today has many elements that are
unaltered from the late 19th century. Audiences are completely silent which is another
cultural normality that has its roots in the late 19th century. There is also still a lack of
complete representation of the full diversity of our various cultures and societal complexities
on stage. As a result, the early solo recitals continue to have much in common with the
modern ones. Since that is the case and so we do not lose knowledge of our past as we move
to the future, it would be remiss to neglect careful study of what is clearly an important
period of music history for the piano.
To finally close, there is one note in a contemporary newspaper article that captures
the importance of this study. On March 18th, 1894, The Washington Post announces an
upcoming concert by female pianist, Miss Alice E. Burbage. Included in the advertisement is
a note about Burbage’s origins:
“Six or seven years ago, when Miss Burbage was a little girl, she heard Adele aus der
Ohe play this polonaise (a Chopin polonaise, although it is reported to be an
orchestral piece) with the Boston Symphony Orchestra… and her ambition was fired
with the desire to some day be able to do likewise.”176
Representation clearly matters and Adele aus der Ohe is an example of positive
representation on many levels. She matters as an important proponent of the solo recital in
the United States. She also represented and advocated for young composers, by performing
her works. Crucially, aus der Ohe is representation of a woman performing at the zenith of
her field at a time when that was not common. She was also a representative of her own
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compositions, emphasizing her own works at a time when people still questioned whether
woman were capable of composing.
I am happy that my research has shed light on people and events that have not been
highlighted thus far. Despite my best efforts, this research is not conclusive as that is beyond
the scope of this study and potentially impossible unless more sources regarding Adele aus
der Ohe appear. However, as there are still unanswered potentialities about aus der Ohe, the
possibilities for further research based on my work is considerable. It is my hope that this
work acts as a cornerstone for others to build on regarding Adele aus der Ohe and the early
Carnegie Hall recitals in the future.
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APPENDIX A
AUS DER OHE RECITAL PROGRAMS, CARNEGIE HALL 1895

Figure A.1 April 16th and April 19th, 1895 Aus der Ohe Recital Programs Page 1
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Figure A.2 1895 Aus der Ohe Recital Programs Page 2
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Figure A.3 1895 Aus der Ohe Recital Programs Page 3
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Figure A.4 1895 Aus der Ohe Recital Programs Page 4
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